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In a move reflecting an in-
creasing commitment to
scholarship at Trinity, $35,000 of
college funds is being awarded to
up to ten- faculty members to
conduct research during the 1979-
1980 academic year.
The award of the new grants
will be announced March 15 by the
Faculty Research Committee
which is presently reviewing the
numerous proposals submitted by
the faculty.
The faculty research grants,
which consist of an individual
research grant, a junior faculty
grant, and a sabbatical leave
extension, are an outgrowth of the
grant received from the Andrew
Mellon Foundation during the
years 1975 through 1978; From now
on , Trinity will be footing the bill.
While faculty scholarship is
something taken for granted at
schools such as Trinity, as is
evidenced by the criteria for tenure
specified in the Faculty Manual,
the type of financial support for
scholarly publication vaieleS
significantly from college to
college.
At Amherst College, a
traditional Trinity rival, funding of
scholarship is based on leaves for
both tenured and non-tenured
faculty.
A tenured professor at Amherst
may split a sabbatical leave into
two halves, of a semester each, at
three year intervals, instead of the
usual full-year sabbatical every
seven years.
However, the actual time away
from the college can be extended
by obtaining outside support for an
additional semester, thereby
enabling faculty to take a full year
off every three years, with one half
of the year financed by Amherst,
the other from a private source.
For non-tenured faculty,
Amherst has two Trustee Faculty
Fellowships lasting â  full year at
full salary. They are intended for
faculty who within their first five
years at the college, have com-
pleted work on their dissertation.
In addition, the college awards two
summer fellowships of $3,000 to
junior faculty.
The distinction between junior
and senior faculty in awarding
funds for scholarship is a popular
one at many colleges, reflecting the
importance often given to research
before coming up for tenure.
There are strong similarities
between Trinity's and other small
college's approaches to the
question of research and tenure.
Trinity's Junior Faculty
Research Grant requires eight
weeks of full-time work to be done
during the summer, although the
duration of the $2,000 grant is from
April 1 to December .31.
Non-tenured faculty are given
preference in the selection process,
although Trinity's grant specifies
cont. on p. 3
Pontiff Pops in at
Trinity Rome Campus
Though Trinity is primarily a "teaching" college, the faculty Is astttl
under some pressure to undertake research project!*.
byDlckDahling
In what could only be termed a
once in a lifetime event, Pope John
Paul II paid a visit on Wednesday,
February 28 in the early evening to
the students at the Trinity Barbieri
Center in Rome, Italy.
Barbieri Center Director
Professor Michael Campo labeled
the visit "the first time a Pope has
ever visited an American
educational program in Rome like
Trinity's." John Paul U gave a
speech, asked questions of the
students, and talked with Campo.
The Pope's visit became a
reality as a result of an invitation
given to the Pontiff by the Sisters of
the Camaldolesi Order. The sisters
maintain the convent on the
Aveltine Hill where the Barbieri
Center is housed. Before the visit,
the Pope had been celebrating a
special Ash Wednesday Mass at the
basilica of Santa Sabina, located
near the Barbieri Center.
Upon arriving at the small
chapel in the Center, the Pope
delivered the following speech in
English to the 47 students in the
program, professors, and members
of the Vatican Press.
"I am happy to have the op-
portunity to greet a group ol
Merchants, College React to
Proposed Drinking Age Hikes
by Steven Elmendorf
As the Connecticut legislature
considers numerous bills that
would raise the drinking age, the
i question arises what effect would a
higher drinking age have at Trinity.
The first place a higher age
would effect is the Pub. According
to Director of Mather Hall Wayne
Asmus, if the age was raised to 21,
the Pub would definitely have to
close. If the drinking age was raised
to 19, Asmus said thefe is a good
possibility the Pub would close but
he would have to first see what the
financial records show for this
year.
The S.G.P.B. would also be
affected by a higher drinking age.
Asmus said the S.G.P.B. would
probably have to change their
policy on free beer served at their
events.
Another place where the effects
of a higher age would be felt
acutely is at the package stores that
surround the Trinity campus. Tom
Reilly, manager of D&D package
store, doesn't see much of an effect
if the age goes to 19. He says the
effect would be measurable but
would not "be a big deal",
Reilly said that the average 18
year old buys only beer and an
"occasional nip of Southern
Comfort," they are not his volume
customers. If the age went to 21
Reilly says the effect would be
large. He pointed out that when the
drinking age was lowered to 18
from 21, his sales increased 20
percent.
. John Dulka, manager of the
Trinity Package store, says that
raising the drinking age to 19 will be
"bad enough, but 21 will be three
times as bad."
He says a lot of people who are
just surviving in the package store
business will be forced out. He
feels the main effect of raising the
age will be on the working man
who will lose jobs in the liquor
industry.
Dean of Students David Winer
thinks it is "naive" to think that a
higher drinking age can be en-
forced on campus. "We're not
going to post guards in the dorms,"
said Winer. But, he continued, the
College would have to enforce the
laws at College functions and
parties held in College facilities.
Winer thinks a higher drinking
age would certainly cut down on
vandalism but there would
probably be an increase in driving
cont. on p. 4
students studying art in Rome. The
Church is always eager to repeat
love and esteem for students. The
Church in Rome is pleased to
welcome you and to show you a
tradition of art of which she is the
faithful custodian and earnest
promoter.
"The Church hopes that
through the beauty of the city and
her art, you will be led to a greater
insight into the mystery of man,
who is the center of all things on
earth.
"At the same time, the Church
holds and professes and offers to
everyone Christ as the key, the
center, and the goal of all human
history, (quote from Papal En-
cyclical, Gaudium et Spes. 10).
"Dear young people; In your
studies, I pray that you will en-
counter Christ in all His Humanity
and Divinity. God Bless You All."
At one point during his visit, the
Pontiff conversed with Campo.
They discussed, mostly in Italian
and in a little Polish, precise
questions dealing with the type of
program offered, number of
students, and the history of art.
Campo described the Pope as "a
strong and vigorous man, very
friendly, direct, accessible, and
human."
Campo reported to the Tripod
that the entire event, including
photographs was printed in the
Vatican newspaper. The Center
has received prints of the photos
which will be sent to Trinity in the
upcoming weeks. He also men-
tioned that Kent Scrivener '80 took
home movies of the entire visit.
Sue Angelastro '80 mentioned
that "she could hardly remember
what the Pope had said" as she was
too intent on watching him."
Sue Taylor '81 described the
visit as "marvelous, fantastic." She
characterized the Pontiff as being
"really personable, young and
athletic looking."
Vohra to Usher Undergraduates




"Everyone wants to go
China, and here is the
portunity," said Political Science
.Professor Ranbir Vohra.
Vohra will be leading a trip to
China this summer which is open
to all Trinity students. The group
will leave on May 31 and return on
June 19 or 20, after spending 15 days
in the People's Republic, and three
days in Hong Kong.
It was through Vohra's
acquaintance with the head of the
Chinese Government Tourist
Bureau that he was able to arrange
this trip. The $2400 fee covers
transportation and meals for the
entire trip, except for the cost "of
.three davs' meals in Hong Kong.
"The Chinese are giving us a
bargain," noted Vohra. He added
that we are very lucky to gain
permission at any price, due to the
great demand for tours of China.
Vohra decided to offer this trip
because of the strong interest in
China among Trinity students,
which is most apparent in the fact
that 160 students, ten percent of the
student body, are enrolled in
Professors Vohra and Quinones'
East Asian Civilization course.
He hopes that students' ex-
posure to Chinese industry,
agriculture and education, the
"major aspects of contemporary
China", will give the students "a
feel for the quality of life".
The group will visit Canton,
Kweilin, Chang Hsia, and Peking,
after a stop in Hong Kong.
Vohra will give brief talks at
each stage of the trip to introduce
students to the historical im-
portance of each area.
At Canton, students will see all
aspects of Chinese industrial city
and its environs. The group will
visit communes, factories and the
suburbs.
At Kweilin, the group will see
examples of China's natural
beauty.
Chang Hsia, the next stop on
the itinerary, lies, on the-central
axis from Canton to Peking in •
Hunan province. This area has
always been on the route of armies
and travelers going to Peking.
Because of this exposure, the
citizens of the area have always
been at the forefront of political
change. One of the area's great
leaders was Mao Tse-tung, who
lived and studied there. Vohra also
mentioned that the group will be
able to see examples of the latest
agricultural technology in this area.
Another important stop will be
Peking. Among the sights on the
tour will be Peking University,
several museums, and the biggest
sight in China, the Great Wall.
Vohra emphasized that in-
terested students should contact
him or Mrs. Maxwell in the
Political Science department
office, since he must have a
finalized list by March 12.
CampijsNdtes
Bnstein Events
In celebration of the centennial
of Albert Einstein's birth, on March
14, Trinity College's physics
department is sponsoring three free
public events.
On Wednesday, March 7, Dr.
Charles Miller of Trinity's physics
department will speak at 4:00 pjn.
in McCook 204 on "Einstein,
Photons, and Statistical
Mechanics."
On Tuesday, March 13, Dr.
Hans Ohanian, associate professor
of physics at Union College, will
talk about "Black Hole Ex-
plosions." Ohanian, who recently
published a book on general
relativity, will speak at 7:00 p.m, in
the Boyer Auditorium of the Life
Sciences Center.
On Wednesday, March 14, the
film "Einstein," a one hour BBC
biography, will be shown in the
McCook Auditorium at 4:00 p.m.
Bloodmobite Here
The Red Cross Bloodmobile
will be at Trinity today from 10:00
a.m. until 4:00 p.m. in the
Washington Room. All students
who wish to donate bood are urged
to participate.
Amnesty Meeting
On Sunday, March 11 in Wean
Lounge at 7:30 p.m., John
Sinnock of Amnesty International
will speak about global human
rights violations and what we can
do about them.
Amnesty International is a non-
profit organization tthat works for
the worldwide abolition of torture
and the release of Prisoners of
Conscience.
Plans for an. on-campus group
of Amnesty International will be
discussed at the meeting. For
questions or additional in-
formation, contact Yolanda Sefcik.
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Box 333, Adrian Higgs, Box 1505, or
Ben Abelow, Box 911.
Stevens Boycott
ConnPIRG will sponsor a
meeting of all Trinity College
students interested in joining or
supporting the boycott against J.P .
Stevens on Wednesday, March 7,
at 7:00 pjn. in Alumni Lounge,
Mather Campus Center.
Architecture Talk
"The Sexual Politics of the
Man Made Environment" will be
discussed by architect Leslie Kanes
Weisman at Trinity College on
Tuesday, March 13. The lecture
which will deal with architecture as
a source of oppression or support
for women, will be held at 8:00
p.m. in the McCook Auditorium,
sponsored by the Trinity
Women's Center;
Urged By Yates
Guidelines For Social Functions
Discussed By Smith and SGA
by Keith W.McAteer
During a recent Monday
meeting, Vice President Thomas
Smith presented new plans to the
Student Government Association
for renting out college rooms for
social functions.
This new measure would call
for the student(s) who desire to
sponsor an on-campus social event
to "sign a contract accepting full
responsibility for any damage or
vandalism which may occur during
the event." The sponsor must also
go to Security and tell the person in
charge the nature of the event and,
Smith explained, the security
officer can make a recom-
mendation whether or not to hire
an independent security officer to
work.the party.
Through a system of condition
checklists, both before and after, a
determination of charges (if any)
for repairs and/ or replacements
will be made.
The proposal further states that
"the sponsor will be required to
reimburse the College...failure to
pay the College will result in the
inability to register for classes the
following term or, for second
semester seniors, the inability to
graduate." When asked whether
this places undue responsibility on
the sponsor for the actions of
others, Smith quipped, "That is
why I put all property in my wife's
name."
Referring to the proposal,
Smith explained, "It represents
some measure of the frustration
that we face when we have to
repair breakage..the Dean of
Students is spending 40-60% of his
time on this nonsense!"
Icelandic^
Big Bargain to Europe
Mst Got Bigger.
Introducing Wide-Body DOK) Set vice
to the Heart of Europe/299 Roundtrip.
And our great
bargain price is still
the same as before
Just $299 roundtnp
from New York to Lux
* embourg, $149 50 one
way Pnce includes an
excellent dinnei, free wine
and cognac No restnctions
Tickets can be purchased
anywhere in the U S A and







after May 14, 1979 Add
$12 50 surcharge each way on
travel between April 5 and
April 27
Smith reported that the Faculty
Lounge will remain closed to
students for an undetermined
period of time even after the latest
destruction has been repaired.
The expected outcome of this
proposal is that an element of peer
pressure will be initiated into the
prevention of vandalism and the
school will not have to foot the bill
for student actions. As Vice-
President Smith stated, "The final
result is that that person (the
sponsor) is responsible and it is up
to him whether the bill is paid
privately or via a fund."
In other S.G.A. business two
amendments were voted on last
week. The first amendment was
initiated by complaints from some
of the S.G.A. members who serve
on the Budget Committee that they
had too much work. As it stands
now, four members of the Budget
Committee also serve on the
S.GA. and -fie proposal would
amend the situation to where all
members for the Budget Com-
mittee would be elected at large.
This movement was voted down on
two accounts: Firstly, the Budget
cont. on p. 4
by Stephen I. C oukos
The second of three lectures
designed to stimulate thought and
enable citizens "to examine the
nuts and bolts" of charter revision
was held in front of an intimate
audience of about thirty people in
Boyer Auditorium on Monday
night, February 19. Professor
Douglas Yates of Yale, former
observer-participant in New York
City government and author of the
book The Ungovernable City was
the guest speaker.
Yates, whose main interest in
the last six years has been "what
decentralization of government
means, and what its strengths and
weaknesses are," stated that
despite the title of his book, he
believes that cities are very difficult
to govern, but not necessarily
impossible. Yates considered
recent emphasis on technology and
scientific method in the area of
administration as "laughable",
because one "can't understand
administration without un-
derstanding politics."
Yates' lecture consisted of
examining the old and new patterns
of city government, stating ' his
opinions on the present situation,
and posing possible solutions to
modern urban problems. Yates
contended that cities were
historically "built on a structure of
fragmentation," and administrators
found it very difficult to tie
together the diverse elements of
urban society. The function of
cities was to supply the most
fundamental, everyday services,
but this was very difficult because
cities had to accommodate their
services to diverse communities
and groups.
In short, cities found that
"playing the melting pot" was not
an easy task. Finally, city govern-
ment has had a tradition of
widespread corruption, and the
reaction resulted in a distinct
dichotomy. Ward representation,
which was personal and face to
face was attacked by an "ef-
ficiency-oriented" party which
desired neither political bosses nor
machines.
Yates said that in the cities of
the past, the suppliers of social
-. For more information see your travel agent. Orwrite Dept.
1 # Icelandic Airlines, P.O. Box 105, West Hemp9tead, NY
11552. In New York City, call 757-8585 or call toll free in New







After just three months of study at The
1~\ Institute for Paralegal Training in
Philadelphia, you can have an exciting and rewarding
career in law or business—without law school.
As a lawyer's assistant you will be performingi. many of the duties traditionally handled
only by attorneys. And at The Institute for Paralegal
Training, you can pick one of seven different areas of
law to study. Upon completion of your training/The
Institute's unique Placement Service will find you a
responsible and challenging job in a law firm, fcjank or
corporation in the city of your choice.
T'he Institute for Paralegal Traininais thenation's first and most respected school for
paralegal training. Since 1970, we've .placed over
2,500 graduates in over 85 cities nationwide.
If you're a senior of high academic standingand looking for an above average career,
contact your placement office for an interview.with
our representative.
We will visit your campus on:
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services, such as the policy, often
came from the same background or
social group as those who received
the services. In other words, they
shared immigrant status. But in
modem cities, those that give are
white middle class and those that
receive are non-white lower class.
Such a situation breeds suspicion
and lack of trust between the two
groups, Yates contended. "We've
lost that social bond or social
trust."
Yates claimed that the federal
government too often sees
problems as meaning not enough
money is being spent, but he
believed that a large portion of
social problems do not concern
resources, but deal with trust,
responsiveness, and an appropriate
stucture of government suited for
its responsibilities. Yates told the
audience that cities have become
overly centralized in the sense that
they have fallen out of touch with
their neighborhoods, but they have
also become too decentralized in
that municipal employees, like
teachers and police, function
w i t h o u t a d m i n i s t r a t i v e
management and are often on their
own.
Yates stated that he believed
cities in general should become
more decentralized. He felt that
there should be more neigh-
borhood-oriented policies, and he
revealed that studies show neigh-
borhoods can often assume certain
duties formerly carried out by the
municipal governments. He also
said that there should be more
intergovernmental action between
city and state, and that the state
should accept more of the burden
of education and welfare ex-
penditures. In concluding, Yates
added that strong mayoral
leadership is also vital for an ef-
ficiently functioning city, Yates
added.
In his commentary, Norman
Krumholz, Chief Planner for
Cleveland and a member of the
National Commission on Neigh-
borhoods, pointed out that he had
worked in Buffalo with its com-
bination of at-laige and ward
representatives, in Pittsburgh with
nine at-large representatives, and
in Cleveland with 33 council
members elected by wards.
Krumholz said "so much seems to
be to depend on the intelligence
and quality of the individuals in-
volved," that it is difficult to judge
one form of government as
preferable. Krumholz did assert
that the ward system tends to
frustrate formation of policies
which significantly affect a
representative's ward in a way
deemed undesirable, since the
remaining council members will
often support a dissenter in a give
and take relationship. Krumholz
emphasized that bargaining over
issues is clearly evident in
Cleveland, but based on his past
cont. on p. 4
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weekly on. Tuesdays, except'
vacations, during the aca-
demic year. Student subscrip-
tions ate included in the
student activities fee; other
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Upward Bound Grads Look
Upwardly Mobile
Though faculty research allows less time for students, the College expects faculty members to keep
abreast of new trends In their respective fields.
Faculty Research Dollars Scarce
cont. from p. 1
the criterion of rank, rather than
tenure, to determine eligibility.
Trinity's Sabbatical Leave
Extension parallels Amherst's
offering for tenured faculty by
awarding $7,000 to extend a
sabbatical leave by a half or full
year. But Trinity's offer is limited
to one recipient per year, at least
for now.
Both Amherst's and Trinity's
financial support are dwarfed by
that of Wesleyan University, which
last year doled out over $1 million
for various forms of scholarship,
$700,000 of which was granted for
sabbatical leaves to an equivalent
of 3.6 full-time faculty.
All Weslevan faculty are
eligible for project grants totaling
up to $25,000 annually, as well as
$57,000 spent each year on
miscellaneous allocations such- as
setting up laboratories for faculty
in the sciences.
Then there is $74,000 of
"plowback funds" from in-
stitutional grants which are
distrubuted according to depart-
ment. Li addition, fringe benefits
for leaves of absence totaled
$39,000 last year, while ap-
proximately $200 per faculty
member is allocated by department
committees.
Yet despite the apparent late
start by Trinity to finance research,
Trinity faculty remain active in-
dividually, obtaining grant money
through the Development Office,
from government, corporate and
private charitable sources.
The odds of obtaining support
funds is "better than twice as good
at Trinity" as in national com-
petition in which there may be
close to a one in six ratio of grants
to applicants, according to Dean of
Faculty Edwin Nye.
In fact, the amount of money
received by colleges nationwide in
1976 from government and
charitable funds accounted for less
than 16% for their total income, as
opposed to 23% In 1964, says
Trinity's administrator responsible
for government and foundation
grantsmanship," Thomas Lips.
Lips further equates the amount
of money received annually from
government with the amount spent
by colleges to comply with federal
regulations. This makes internal
support from colleges all the more
important to a faculty member
conducting research.
But much more than research
for publication is funded by
colleges. College funds may often
cover areas not specifically con-
sidered in Trinity's new grants.
Curricular innovation, in-
terdisciplinary scholarship, and
student research are some of the
projects financially fed by the
Internal Education Funds at Union
College in New York. Union is a
liberal arts school of under 2,000
students with which Trinity
frequently competes for students.
Funding such things as course
development and senior thesis
research, the Internal Education
Fund provides grants of up to




Three members of the senior
class asked the S.G.A. Budget
Committee last Wednesday night
to fund a party for the class of '79,
as well as anyone else who happens
to be left on campus, the night
before graduation. They had
tentatively planned a tent party on
South Campus for around 450
people, and asked for five hundred
dollars to cover the cost of the tent,
kegs and security guards.
The SGABC, ' though
wholeheartedly approving of the
idea, advised them to talk to other
Seniors to find out if perhaps a
formal affair would be favored over
a casual get-together. The Com-
mittee- also suggested investigating
the possibility of tapping unused
dorm funds to help finance the
party.
Tony Shenton. was asked to
appear before the SGABC to
represent students for Music At
"Trinity (SMAT).
"We aren't here to yell at you,
"Dave Houle kept emphasizing. It
seems SMAT hadn't spent any of
its allotted money for the year, and
the Committee had consequently
entertained serious doubts as to the
existence of the group.
Shenton not only verified that
SMAT is very much alive and well,
but also went on to briefly outline
their plans for the reast of the year,
which include an appearance by
Quintessence, a vocal and piano
recital, and an event co-sponsored
in April with the Chapel involving
Sidney White.
Last Wednesday night Andrew
Teitz attended his first meeting as
an official member of the S.G.A.
Budget Committee, making the
number of present members to
four.
awards run much lower) to bet-
ween twenty and thirty people per
vear.
The Mellon Foundation is
granting $50,000 annually to Union
faculty in a quarter million dollar
grant program now in its fourth
year, similar to that held by Trinity
between 1975 and 1978.
Approximately half the Union
faculty is funded" each year through
two travel funds, one for attending
professional meetings to present
papers, and another for attending
courses and conferences.
The Humanities Faculty
Development Fund at Union offers
awards that range from a few to
3,000 dollars to faculty in the
humanities for travel and
publication preparation costs. The
College Research Fund for the
social and natural sciences awards
up to $1,000 per applicant,
frequently for new faculty to set-up
laboratory research.
The same needs are evident at
Trinity. About $5,000 is available
from the Dean of the Faculty's
funds to pay for library privileges
small amounts of computer work,
and the preparation of work for
publication.
But the' most extensive grants
for scholarship by college faculty
still come from private cor-
porations, charitable foundations,
and the federal government.
Those with the best chance to
receive the big money are tenured
faculty with "proven track
records," Dean Nye said.
Due to this situation, schools
like Middlebury College, another
liberal arts college competitor of;
Trinity's, try to insure that a junior
faculty member will have spent a
full year away from the college
before he or she comes up for
tenure.
Middlebury provides funds for
six to ten leaves annually at 5/ 9
salary for a full year or at full salary
for 5/ 9 of the year, even awarding
"leaves to some people who haven't
even taught here yet," according to
Vice President for Academic
Affairs, George Saul.
As Trinity joins competition
starting next month (the awards of
the grants are effective April 1) it
will be entering a new stage, in the
long run could have profound
effects on the life of its faculty and
students.
While the initiation of four
grants to junior faculty does not
signify transformation to a research
powerhouse, it does indicate a
desire by Trinity to insure that its
yeMo-be-hired and its yet-to-be-
tenured faculty will get into the act,
at an early stage in their careers, if
perhaps at a late one in Trinity's.
by Megan White
Trinity's Upward Bound
program, conceived in 1973, was
designed to aid students in the
Hartford area, who, because of the
poor quality of their schools and
other factors, were not considered
good prospects to continue their
education after high school.
A survey determining what the
past participants of Trinity's
program have done since leaving
high school has recently been
completed.
For the last six years, Trinity
has run an Upward Bound program
that is one of four in the state, the
others being located at University
of Connecticut at Storrs,
University of Fairfield, and at
Wesleyan.
The approximately one hun-
dred youngsters from three
Hartford high schools who benefit
from the program are recruited in
the second half of their ninth grade
year.
They spend six weeks in the
summer after their ninth grade year
ota the Trinity campus. Some time
(is also spent at Trinity during the
summers after their tenth and
eleventh grade years.
Attendance at weekly tutoring
sessions is begun in tenth grade and
continued throughout their
remaining high school years, with
emphasis in the second half of the
junior years on SAT preparation.
There are two basic criteria that
must be met for a student to enroll
in Trinity's Upward Bound
program, one of which is a rigidly
defined economic guideline set by
the government. The other
criterion is not so clearly defined.
In the recruitment of Hartford
students, the Trinity selection
committee, composed of Upward
Bound director Bill Guzman,
Community Relations Director
Ivan Backer, one counselor, two
teachers involved in the program,
and a parent advisory committee,
look for those youngsters-who want
to continue on to post-secondary
education, but at this point in time
lack the motivation.
"The ideal Upward Bound
student," says Guzman, "is one
who possesses the potential to
continue his education, but does
not apply this aptitude, as
demonstrated by his grades and
choice of courses as of first
semester in his high school career."
Often the goal of participation
in Upward Bound is to encourage a
student who is enrolled in general
level high school classes to make a
switch to more challenging college
preparatory level courses.
The selection committee, for
the most part, chooses students
who are functioning right on to two
years below their grade level, A
few students whose work is above
their grade level are recruited to
act as pacesetters and models.
Potential participants are given
an interview and are accessed in
terms of goals, motivation, and
career objectives. Writing ability,
standardized test scores, report
cards, attendance records, and
teacher and counselor recom-
mendations are also reviewed. For
the 35 to 40 vacancies that arise
each year, there are approximately
125 to 150 applicants.
Hartford students receive
information about the Trinity
Upward Bound Program through a
variety of sources, such as their
guidance counselors, slide
presentations and discussions held
at high schools by Bill Guzman,
and from older students who
themselves have participated in
Upward Bound.
Recently a study concerning
the placement and retention rate of
Trinity Upward Bound program
graduates was completed. Seventy-
six percent of Hartford Upward
Bound students who graduated
from high school in 1978 were
enrolled in post-secondary in-
stitutions, as compared to 84% in
1977,79% in 1976, 87% in 1975, and
69% in 1974.
The placement rate of non-
program participants from the
same Hartford high schools was
53% in 1978, 45% in 1977, 48% in
1976 and 46V4 in 1975. Most
placements of Upward Bound
graduates have been in four year
institutions, with some enrollment
in two year or technical schools.
In a study made by the federal
government on a nationwide basis,
over 70% of Upward Bound
graduates attended post-secondary
schools, as compared to 47% of
non-program participants from the
same high schools.
Upward Bound director Bill
Guzman feels that the more im-
portant percentage in terms of
measuring the success of the
program is that of retention rate in
institutions. Of those Upward
Bound students who graduated
from high school in 1978 and
enrolled in post-secondary in-
stitutions, 100% are still enrolled,
as are 71% of the class of 1977, and
64% of the class of 1976.
Fifty-four percent of the class of
1975 are either still enrolled at or
graduated from an institution of
higher learning, as are 67% of the
class of 1974. The overall five year
placement rate for Trinity Upward
Bound students is 79%, and the
five year retention rate is 74%,
The number of Hartford area
students who apply for admission
to Trinity after participating in the
Upward Bound program is
relatively small. Last year of three
Upward Wound studunls who
applied for admissions, one was
accepted. This year one Upward
Bound student has filed an ap-
plication with ihe college.
Bill Guzman attributes this low
application rate to the fact that
most of the program's graduates
would not meet admission
requirements in that they function
somewhat below the Trinity level
of competence.
The majority of theee students,
according to Guzman, will need
some supportive services at some
time in their college education no
matter in what institution they
enroll, and Trinity doesn't provide
an extensive supportive tutoring
program.
Many Upward Bound students
find that Trinity does not offer a
sufficient sumer of courses in their
intended major, and others who
have lived in Hartford all of their
lives see college as their first op-
portunity to get out of the city, so
do not even consider Trinity.
Guzman says that in a national
study conducted in reference to
Upward Bound graduates, it was
found that these students have a
greater commitment to post-
secondary schools than do average
students, which means that
although they may drop out at
some time during their education,
they will usually resume their
studies.
He finds this to be the case with
past Trinity Upward Bound
students, Guzman is encouraged by
the statistics obtained from the
recently completed study of the i
past participants of the Trinity
Upward Bound program.
He feels that one of the greatest
advantages of the program is the
personal attention and academic
counseling that participants
receive. The average student-
counselor ratio in a Hartford high
school of 250 to one is cut by one
third when a student becomes a
• member of Upward Bound.
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John A. Phillips, designer of the
first atomic bomb researched
completely from public
documents, spoke Tuesday before
an audience of 150 people in the
Washington Room on the dangers
of nuclear power and the need for
passage of the Strategic Arms
Limitation Treaty (SALT II).
Phillips, a 1977 Princeton
graduate, achieved world-wide
fame when his October, 1976,
physics term paper was found to
have the plans for a working
atomic bomb. Phillips said his
proposed $2,000 bomb would be
more powerful than the bomb
dropped on Hiroshima in 1945 and
could blast a major portion of
Manhattan.
Phillips said he proved that
anyone who wanted to could build
the bomb by simply visiting a
college library and the United
States Printing Office in
Washington D .C
He stressed the need for tighter
security arrangements leading to
information relevant to the
building of an atomic bomb. "If an
undergraduate with below average
grades, using public documents
could design a bomb...then
someone that was smarter could do
a better job," Phillips said.
He told of going into the
Washington Printing Office to buy
declassified lectures by scientists
who worked on the Manhattan
Project. When he we'nt to the sales
clerk to purchase the material,
Phillips said, "She looked over the
pamphlets and said, "Oh, you want
to build the bomb, too."
Phillips said the most severe
"problem facing the United States is
nuclear waste disposal. He said
most nuclear plants are too
dangerous to even be in operation.
"The history of nuclear power
plants shows poor construction,
shady engineering, and shoddy
workers," Phillips said.
With only 20 pounds of
plutonium needed to make an
active atomic bomb, the 75 nuclear
plants in the United States will be
under constant threat of terrorists
hijacking the shipment of wastes
from one place to another, he
added.
Phillips said there is no way to
store plutnium safely. Plutonium,
he said, is an extremely powerful
substance; one pound, released
into the atmosphere, would be
enough to make the world
population die of lung cancer.
"Modern scientists have" 'said
that the chance of nuclear waste
leakage would be like getting hit by
a meteorite," said Phillips. "Being
'struck like a meteorite' sounds
good, but worse things have
happened with such predictions. It
makes me wonder how accurate
their statistics are," he added.
"Nuclear plants are producing'
wastes that last 40,000 years. Who
can guarantee that containers will
not be disturbed for 40,000 years?"
Phillips asked. "They are assuming
that later generations will clean up
for them.
SGA Amendments
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Committee is a subcommittee of
the S.G.A. and replacement of
S.G.A. members within the
committee would create an entity
almost totally separate from the
S.G.A., Secondly, as Tami
Voudouris emphasized, the people
who complained "knew what they
were getting into when they ran for
the positon in the fall."
The second amendment to be
voted on and approved stated that
the S.G.A. "is allowed to do what it
has to in conjunction with its
purpose." This was initiated to give
thi S.G.A. the power, as stated in
the purpose, to "provide for the
general welfare of the Student
Body of Trinity College" and carry
out any actions that it deems
necessary in the pursuit of this
goal.
Charter Revision
GTEST PREPARATIONSPECIALISTS SINCE 1938
KflPl/IN
Educational Center
CfilJ Hays Evgnlngs 8. Weekend!
101 Whitney Ave.
New Haven, ct. 0651J
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experiences he felt that the ward
system tended to keep social and
racial harmony intact to a greater
extent than an aMarge system.
Yates added that he thought an at-
large system tends to suppress
conflict, and conflict and "ham-
mering out of agreements," even
though bargaining is desirable and
vital in urban government.
The final lecture in the series,-
will be given on Monday, March 5
by Professor Lance Liebman of
Harvard Law School. George
Levine, former councilman ~of
Hartford, will supply the com-
mentary.
ACADEMIC CALENJDAR FOR 1979-1980
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Rossi Kicks-Off Series
Peter H. Rossi will deliver the
first in a series of four lectures on
Social Policy and Social Science:
The Uses of Evaluation Research.
The series is sponsored by the
Department of Sociology.
Professor Rossi is the author of
numerous articles and books in the
areas of public policy, political
sociology, and urban sociology. His
books include The Politics of
Urban Renewal and Ghetto Riots.
A graduate of Columbia
University, he is now Professor of
Sociology at the University of
Massachusetts in Amherst. He has
also taught at Harvard, Johns
Hopkins, and the University of
Chicago, where he was Director of
the National Opinion Research
Center. He is the current President
of the American Sociological
Association.
Professor Rossi will speak on
Monday, March 12, at 8:00 p.m. in
McCook auditorium. His topic will
be "Contributions of Applied
Social Science to Basic
Disciplines."
The series will continue on
Monday, April 2 with "The
Overselling of Evaluation and a
Paradigm For Resistance," a
lecture by Irving F. Lukoff,
Professor, Columbia University,
School of Social Work. He will
speak at 8:00 p.m. in Life Sciences
Auditorium.
In later weeks, Herbert H.
Hyman, Professor of Sociology,
Wesleyan University, will speak on
the problems of evaluting the long-
term effects of education; and
Ilene N. Bernstein, Associate
Professor of Law and Sociology,
Indiana University School of Law,
will review efforts to evaluate pre-
trial release programs in the
criminal courts. Professor Hyman's
lecture will be given in Life
Sciences on Tuesday, April 10 at
8:00 p.m. Professor Bernstein's in
McCook Auditorium on Monday,
April 23, also at 8:00 p.m.
Drinking Age
' cont. from p. 1
deaths as students drive longer
distances to procure alcohol.
College Vice-President Thomas
Smith feels that the College would
have a "fairly serious responsibility
to enforce" a higher drinking age.
Smith does not feel a higher age
will "alter our situation at all.
There has been a tendency to have
a high interest in intoxication
among this age group since the
1400's and earlier."
One segment of the College
community that could be affected
are the fraternities. John Flynn
speaking for Psi U feels raising the
age would have little or no effect
on fraternities. There will always
be fraternity members over 21.
Nick Noble, speaking for St.
Anthony Hall, said that a raise in
the drinking age would have no
effect at all. He says there will have
to be adjustments but that "for U0
years frats functioned quite well
with a drinking age of 21.
Family Pharmacies
cont. from p. 5
will even offer tham a discount
with their I.D.
The students, who comprise the
bulk of the steady business Campus
Drug does during the winter
months, are missed in the summer
and heartily welcomed back in the
fall,
Rel Gionfriddo likes the
location of the store and, hopes to
expand it in order to provide the
area with better service. Gion-
friddo likes the location because of
the opportunity it gives him to
observe many types of people who
interact as customers in his store.
The Gionfriddo family at
Campus Drug, as well as the Cien
family, frequent many of Trinity s
events, with the complimentary
ticket provided by grateful
patrons. The relationships between
Trinity students and these loca
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Connecticut
by Michael Presto
When corporate outlaws and
miscreants are judged to have
violated their public trust or social
responsibility, conventinal wisdom
dictates that the surest route to
managerial penance is through the
company coffers. Representatives
of the Amalgamated Textile and
Clothing Workers Union (ACT-
WU) last Thursday called on
Trinity students to help plot such a
course in a consumer boycott
against the behemoth labor law
violator, "J.P. Stevens and Com-
pany, the nation's second largest
textile manufacturer.
Eugene Carroll, national
campus coordinator for the
ACTWU boycott against Stevens,
implored a handful of apparently
sympathetic students to promote
the boycott in the Hartford area,
and to help restrain the College,
itself, from purchasing Stevens
products.
"The anti-union practices of
J.P. Stevens present a graphic
illustration of human rights
violations in the United States
today", said Carroll, noting that
Stevens has openly violated federal
labor laws more times than any
company in the nation's history.
Union Solicits Support For Stevens Boycott
Stevens has been charged by
the National Labor Relations
Board (NLRB) a total of 15
violations, including discrimination
in hiring and promotion of
minorities and women, and
harassment of union sympathizers.
Under the National Labor Relations
Act, corporate intimidation of
union organizers constitutes an
unfair labor practice.
ACTWU organizers have been
attempting to unionize Stevens
plants for nearly twenty years,
offering employees the prospect of
better wages, benefits, and im-
proved working conditions. Carroll
noted that average wages at
Stevens currently stand at a level'
$1.75 less than the national
manufacturing average wage, and
$.75 less than the average for
southern textile workers.
The union has won only one of
twelve plant elections at Stevens
for the right to serve as/ the
workers' sole bargaining agent.
Carroll was quick to point out,
however, that the NLRB has
overturned six of the eleven defeats
as a result of intimidation and
harassment by Stevens mamage-
ment.




In Massachusetts, the House
and Senate, have djffprent versions
of a bill which will raise the
drinking age. A conference
committee will try to hammer out a
compromise.
In Connecticut, Gov. Ella
Grasso said recently that she has
no quarrel with the state's 18 year
old drinking law. This will not
make it any easier for supporters of
a raise in the drinking age to get
any legislation passed.
The Rhode Island legislature
will hold hearings in March on
seven separate bills to raise the
drinking age in that state.
Vermont Governor Richard
Snelling doesn't think raising the
drinking age will help the con-
comitant problems of a drinking
public, most notably that of
drunken driving.
New Hampshire's governor,
Hugh Gallen, thinks that all New
England states should have
a uniform drinking age, whatever
that age might be.
Gallen is afraid of
Massachusett's teenagers whd
would be forced by a higher
drinking age in that state to drive
across the border into New
Hampshire to do their carousng.
And in Maine, the drinking age,
so far this year, has not been a
heated topic. In fact, a legislative
committee recently forwarded a
bill to the floor of that body which
would allow minors to ring up
Hquor sales, provided that there is
an adult supervisor in the estab-
lishment.
The state where the issue is
being most hotly debated at this
point is Massachusetts. Gov.
Edward J. King campaigned
heavily on the issue of, getting
liquor out of the high schools, and
he believes firmly that raising the
drinking age will do this.
Eighteen year olds, who for-
merly bought liquor for their
younger friends, will, if King gets
his way, have to purchase their own
booze from older frineds in the
future, something many consider to
be a return to the bad old days.
Opponents of King's argument
believe, that the underlying
problems of alcohol abuse by
teenagers will not be touched by
this kind of legislation, and that the
measure is punitive; punishing the
entire 18 to 20 year old population
for the excesses of a few, and
because of the morality of a few.
But whether the measure at-
tacks the "underlying problems or
not, Gov. King is sure to make
political hay out of any raise in the
state's drinking age. For the man
whose motto is "can-do" this would
be the first victory since being
inaugurated in early January.
Gov. King had come under fire
for bad appointments to his per-
sonal staff and to cabinet posit cms.
The Massachusetts press, which
has never been his best friend, has
taken every opportunity he has
given them to jump all ovr the new
governor. King badly needs a
victory to maintain his "can-do"
image.
But, so far, victory on the
drinking age is elusive, for many
reasons.
Some of the arguments on both
sides of the issue are good. Some
are not.
The biggest arguments for
raising the drinking age are getting
alcohol out of the high school, and
lowering the number of driving
deaths. Those are two noble aims,
But opponents of the proposal
argue that those reasons are not
enough to warrant the damage to
individual rights caused by a rise in
the drinking age.
Many argue that Gov. King's
figures about driving deaths are
incomplete and inconclusive, and
cite the fact that Massachusetts
has, according to recently
corrolated federal figures, a lower
incidence of driving deaths than
many other states.
To be sure, a great many
driving deaths do occur in concert
with drinking, but is the proportion
of driving deaths related to alcohol
•in relation to the total amount of
cont. on p. &
for union activity has been our
greatest adversary", said Carroll.
Stevens employees have reported
threats by managers to close entire
plants if union organization is
successful, and the company has
been cited by the NLRB for
wiretapping phones of union
sympathizers. The company has
already paid over $1 million in fines
for its anti-union behavior.
Stevens has also been cited by
the Occupational Health and Safety
Administration (OSHA) for sub-
stantial violations of cotton dust
and noise standards. Exposure to
cotton dust has been tied to
respiratory disorders, known in the
testile industry as 'brown lung'.
ACTWU organizers claim that
Stevens has allowed cotton dust at
levels as much as three times
OSHA standards.
In the face of intimidation and
delays in NLRB proceedings, the
ACTWU has turned to the courts
and to the marketplace for support.
In January, 1978 ACTWU,
lawyers asked the Federal District
Court in New York for a sweeping
injunction against Stevens to stop
its anti-union practices. Since that
time,, company lawyers have been
busily delaying court proceedings.
In the meantime, the union has
been calling on the public to bring
pressure on J.P. Stevens through a
consumer boycott of its products.
Begun in 1976, the boycott has
drawn widespread support from
religious, political and educational
organizations, and from notable
political figures including Con-
necticut's Governor Grasso and
New York's Governor Hugh Carey,
"Our purpose is not to destroy
the company," said Carroll. "We
just want to create enough of an
economic pinch to disrupt their
planning and give them cause to
mend their ways."
The boycott faces a number of
obstacles, however, not the least of
which is that Stevens markets its
products 'under assorted brand
names. ACTWU organizers list
seventeen brand names which they
hope conscientious consumers will
avoid (s,ee box).
Carroll noted that the union has
enlisted several institutional
consumers in the boycott, in-
cluding Catholic archdioceses,
universities and wholesale buyers
like the Harvard Co-op. In the
Hartford area, Carroll said, the
union seeks to pressure Bradleys
stores in particular, into removing
Stevens products from its shelves.
Even if widely successful, the
boycott will have a limited impact
of Stevens overall operations. Only
about 30 percent of the company's
sales derive from retail sales. In
recent years, Stevens has diver-
sified into widespread international
operations embracing plastics and
other non-retail manufacturing.
J.P. Stevens last year amassed
over $7 billion in overall sales. The
company operates 83 plants in the
U.S., employing 44,000 workers.
The. following are J.P.
Stevens, consumer product
names targeted for boycott by
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Mike Moriarty, manager of Campus Drugs, minds the register amidst the mixed bag of goods
available to student customers. photo by Charles Rosenfield
Family Pharmacies Serve Students
by Barbara I. Selmo
The students of Trinity College
frequent many of the local neigh-
borhood stores in this south end of
Hartford. Students can find just
about all they need at the wide
range of stores in the area, such as
ABC Pizza, Trinity Package Store,
and Friendly. Two of the stores
with whom Trinity students do a
great volume of business are Cieri's
Pharmacy and Campus Drug.
Cieri's Pharmacy, located at 130
New Britain Avenue, has been
serving the community at its
present location for six years.
Cieri's is a family run business,
managed by Philip Cieri and his
son Frederick. With the co-
oper ation of the entire family, the
store has a very congenial at-
mosphere.
Providing everything from
prescription drugs and cosmetics to
liquor and magazines, Cieri's is a
frequent stop for most Trinity
students. The Cieris are quick to
praise the students. "A good,
friendly bunch of kids," Mr. Cieri
calls them. Other than the
occasional bad check, the Cieri's
find Trinity students, to be polite
and tolerant, often more so than
other adult customers.
Though his business with
Trinity is substantial, Mr. Cieri
pointed out that the largest per-
centage of his business comes from
the basically suburban area
surrounding Trinity. But as he and
Mrs. Cieri agreed, "We miss the
kids in the summer, and we're glad
to have them back,"
They like the relationships that
develop between themselves and
regular Trinity customers,
especially their relationships with
foreign students. The Cieris ap-
preciate the young people who
come in, and either through words
or gifts, the students appreciate
them.
At Cieri's, students are not
classified as "difficult clientele."
With relatively reasonable prices
and a discount (with ID.) on
prescription drugs, Cieri's offers a
very pleasant local store at-
mosphere.
Campus Drug, 1284 Broad
Street, is also frequently visited by
Trinity students. Though a smaller
operation than Cieri's, Campus
Drug has the same family at-
mosphere and cordiality that
means so much to customers.
Managed by Rel Gionfriddo,
whose father Paul is the pharmacist
in residence, Campus Drug has
served a mixed neighborhood of
locals and Trinity sutdents since
1976.
When asked his opinion of
Trinity patrons, Rel Gionfriddo
quickly responded that everyone in
tile store, "loves the students." Alsc
plagued with infrequent bad
checks, Gionfriddo finds that the
students give them no trouble and
cont. on p. 4 ,
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Editorial
Research Money o>*
The primary mission of Trinity College has always
been undergraduate education. As a traditional
"teaching college" more emphasis has been on
shaping up somewhat reluctant scholars than on larqe
scale contributions to libraries and journals. However,
out there in the cold, cruel world, most of the academic
worfd has been grappling with a phenomenon called
"publish or perish."
Trinity is slowly growing closer to this neo-Darwin-
ian method of faculty selection. Over the past several
years it has become clear that tenure and promotion
decisions are much more strongly influenced by a
faculty member's scholarly contributions than in the
past.
On the whole, this pattern is not necessarily a bad
thing. There is no question that active scholarship
livens up the quality of teaching. During the recent
dean search the topic of the role of research and
scholarship came up again and again. While "many were
defensive about the question, everyone agreed that
scholarship is A Good Thing.
How fair is it, however, to ask that faculty members,
especially junior ones, contribute heavily to the world's
growing fund of printed matter. How fair is it, when
most non-tenured faculty are faced with very heavy
teaching loads and significant demands for time on
Faculty committees and other College projects. Not
very. .
One tiny glimmer on this bleak horizon is the
decision by the College to begin funding research on a
larger scale. As in many phases of life, without money,
there isn't much research.
Traditional outside sources of support for scholar-
ship are becoming increasingly competitive. And the
College has traditionafly lagged far behind other
institutions in internal support of faculty scholarship.
This year $35,000 has been set aside for faculty
research support, including some reserved for junior
faculty. While this represents a start, we shouldn't be >
overwhelmed with pride. This year's research budget is
only 10 percent of Wesleyan's and for size, flexibility,
and potential of program lags far behind a place like
Union (see story on page 1).
As is so often the case, Trinity is playing catch-up
ball. We trust that the administration will spare no
effort to increase the faculty research budget in
subsequent years.
Boycott Stevens
In the ongoing saga of American economic
development some things never change.
industrial capitalists have fought tooth and nail down
through the decades to keep labor unions out of their
plants. America's historical landscape is littered with
the shameful and sometimes bloody evidence of
labor-management strife.
The most powerful symbol of anti-unionism in the
nation today is the textile conglomerate J.P. Stevens.
For the past 15 years Stevens and the Amalgamated
Clothing and Textile Workers Union have been locked
in a might struggle.
Stevens has battled to keep the ACTWU and all
other unions out of its huge complex of textile plants
which employ more than 44,000 workers in the South.
When the company has not been able to keep the
union out by legal means it has not hesitated to try
illegal ones. The labor company has been found guilty
of violating the National LaborRelations Act 15 times,
more than any other corporation' in the history, of the
netion. .; ' . . , . . ;. '- •
The ACTWU and the AFL-CIO are trying" to
organize a national boycott of Stevens products Korder
to influence the company to abandon Ha illegal arid
unfair practices. The Tripod supports the boycott and
urges all members of the College community to join in.
A list of J.P. Stevens trade names can be found on page
Blood, Sweat,
and Beers
American capitalism has a long list of victims. One
of the latest and most unlikely is that poor defender of
the faith Winston Spencer Churchill.
Churchill's glowering visage is reproduced on page
18 for a new and glorious purpose-selling beer.
The page is a masterwork.of the ad man's art, and
the lawyer's. Some corporate lawyer probably raked in
a bundle by approving the careful wording of the
advertisement. The point is to mislead gracefully,
poor Winnie, victim of a posthumous swipe. Well,
all to the greater glory of the system. That's the price of
being more warmly remembered in his mother's land
than in his fatherland. But what a fate for a brandy
man, pushing a weak American beer.
While I've Been Away
by Eric Grevstad
This is a hard semester to get
psyched for. You're here for three
weeks, take a week off for Open
Period, come back for four weeks,
get two off for vacation, and then
have five weeks left till finals This
is all right for seniors, who are
writing a theseis or who know what
they're doing. For the rest of us,
who have to maintain interest
elsewhere or who may not have an
interest to maintain,, it can be
disastrous.
This may be why students have
been ignoring everything on
campus—from the racial question
to Kiss Me Kate—as was argued in
the paper last week. The spring
term is different from the fall; you
may see it as a time to improve
your studies for the year, or to look
for a job. On the other hand, you
can take advantage of all the
vacations and spend your time
partying.
I've been partying. Things
changed over the winter—
President Lockwood went to Nepal,
my dinner table companion went to
Germany, the Walk Inn Cafe
started advertising go-go dancers (I
can't take a date there anymore).
Last December, I ended this
column after 26 issues and, to get
away from something—perhaps
Debby Boone's engagement—
threw myself into a spree of dating
women, going to the Pub, and
listening to AM radio. I had quite a
wild time.
The problem was, I wasn't very
good at it, Most people party to get
Away from their studies, their
image, or their love life, and I was
reasonably happy with all three.
What was wrong wasn't clear until
after a very loud, very late Friday
night, when I got up at 7:30,
bounced off the walls into the
bathroom, and looked at my image
in the mirror.
"Face it, Eric," I said, enun-
ciating beautifully. "You've got to
get back to the column."
To do that, I had to go to Andy
Walsh. Andy is the editor of the
Tripod, and he is not one to sing
"My boyfriend's back, he's gonna
save my reputation" as soon as I
walked in the office. Nick and
Nancy were still cranking out
sports blindfolded, the news and
editorials had never been ietter,,
and he implied that he had signed
contracts with several advertisers
dependent on my staying out.
Nonetheless, I wanted to get
back into Commentary. In recent
issues, the department had run
three articles and a huge letter on
the Trinity Review (I was going to
write a critique of all four and call
it "Review Reviews Reviewed");
Peter Bain and Julie Johnson had
written a commentary on com-
mentary; and—last strawt—Eliot
Klein had written an article on
unemployment and called it "Over
the Barrel." It was high time to roll
out the transom.
Andy was persuaded—"So,
Grevstad. You've come crawling
back"—and, at any rate, I'm
looking forward to what's left of the
semester. It may not be the column
it was—this is not the old Eric
Grevstad, who thought "parties"
were something you vote in and
"decadent" was the first metric
toothpaste—but I hope I can say
something. When a college can fill
the theatre twice nightly to see an
X movie, someone ought to write a
column.
Finally, I'd like to thank the
-hardcore, the people who've talked
to me and said they've missed the
column these few weeks. I think
I've missed them, too. I think I'm
glad to be back.
Now, they'll all be telling me
they think I got rusty.
Letters
Faculty Protests
We, the members of the
Departments of Modern Languages
& Literatures and Classics strongly
urge Dean Nye to reconsider his
recent dismissal of Lawrence Stires
as Film Coordinator. The Tripod
article of February 27 presents an;
excellent review of Mr. Stires's
work and contribution to Trinity
and Cinestudio. His efforts have,
gained numerous friends for the
College from the Hartford ara and
beyond, while Cinestudio is the
envy of many of our neighboring
colleges.
In the opinion of many faculty
me libers, Cinestudio constitutes
an extraordinary cultural and
educational resource for the
College and the Hartford com-
munity. We feel that the College
/'Should recognize the value of
Cinestudio to its goals as a liberal
arts institution and retain Mr.
Stires as an employee, thus en-
suring the continued efficient
relationship of Cinestudio to the
academic program.
Signed: Profs. Andrian,
Biancbini, Bradley, Hansen, Hook,
KambevKatz, Kerson, Lee, Lloyd-
JJones, Macro, and Williams.
Stires Supported
Dear Dean:
This letter is in regard to Mr.
Lawrence Stires, the Film Coor-
dinator. ,
As a former student of Trinity
College (77), and particularly as a
person who was greatly involved
with Cinestudio, I am rather
distressed to hear that a new Film
Coordinator is to be appoointed
and that Mr. Stires, evidently, is to
be dropped altogether from the
College's staff.
To begin with, I think this is
extraordinary treatment indeed for
a man who has served Trinity
College for nineteen years, in
several capacities. I know from
personal experience that as Film
Coordinator he was a great
success. His truly enormous
knowledge of films, as well as his
knack for finding just the right
movie to complete a difficult
double billing, have made him one
of the reasons behind Cinestudio's
success as a movie theatre.
As you know, Cinestudio is now
just a little over nine years old. In
the course of those years, it has
established itself as one of the
cont. on p. 7
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Commentary
Why Not Print It" Strikes Again
by David Fitzpatrick
Conspiracy—An act whereby a
group of individuals collude in a
manner contrary to the public
interest, or in a manner otherwise
devilish or perfidious. Not bad for
off the top of the head, huh?
As a child of the Watergate era,
the Chile Fiasco, and numerous
other sorts of conspiratorial acts on
the part of oil companies and other
corporations I feel rather com-
petent to comment on the con-
spiracies that make life a little less
enjoyable around campus.
Originally, I was going to
comment on a speech made by
President Lockwood to a New
York city alumni group, since one
of my favorite pastimes is heaping
epithets and vituperative comment
on any part of the administration
that deserves it.
I thought a speech in which the
president was rumored to have
viciously attacked the admissions
office policies about the alleged
difficulty New England private
school students have in gaining
admission here lately wuld have
made interesting reading.
But, when I went to the.
president's office to get a copy of
the speech, I was told the
president's secretary was out and
that I would hear from her soon. I
did, in a,note that read: "At such
functions the president speaks
extemporaneously and thus there is
no written record.. I am sorry."
Shades of 18 minutes of missing
tape. Conspiracy? Maybe not, but
, a very convenient dodge.
Since I have been writing these
sundry articles and letters some of
my more conservative friends have
asked me if I fear repercussions
from the administration.
Well, I am not really too
worried, since I am sure my secret
file, squirreled away in the recesses
of some dean's office is already
chock full of juicy tidbits, as is my
FBI file. Oh haven't you heard?
Well no one. is really sure these
files exist since they are secret, but
ever since a radical student here in
the 60's allegedly had information
forwarded to the FBI from Trinity
rumors have circulated, par-
ticularly among some of my friends
with rather unsavory records, of
the existence of such secret files on
non-academic related incidents.
Conspiracy? Well, maybe not,
but now it appears that certain
seniors are receiving rather inviting
letters from the representatives of
corporate America that grace our
campus.
How is it that certain in-
dividuals get letters from these
corporations while others of us do
not; possibly information from
such files? Disturbing; perhaps
these corporations have their own
spies on campus checking us out,
but more likely someone on
campus is forwarding information.
I for one question the propriety
of such an arrangement. Let us all
stand or fall on our own merit in
job interviews..The cream will rise,
and the chaff will be scattered to
the winds. Prejudicing interviewers
does many a serious injustice, and
little or no tangible benefit fot the
college.
The whole subject of con-
spiracies was raised when a rather
distraught sophomore came up to
me in Mather over open period and
said;
"Nice title for your aticle
Fitsbee; very ironic."
"What do you mean?"
"Well they (the Tripod) only
print things like your article over
open period when no one is here to
read it anyway."
"No it can't be."
"Well I have been sending them
inflamatory stuff for weeks and so
have ed and mike (pg. 8 2/ 13).
They keep telling us there is a
space problem.
I thing people would rather
read your stuff than CT news. It
seems some kind of conspiracy is
going on. Someone must be getting
heat from somewhere."
Now I don't want to bit the
press that prints me (hurts the
teeth), but I accepted the space
problem explanation when some of
my later pearls of wisdom were not
printed, and still feel that it is the
truth. Apparently others feel that
yet another conspiracy is afoot. 1
do, in all modesty, agree with his
point on what people would like to
read, however, and suggest to the
Tripod that they do a study of their
readerships tastes and preferences.
The Tripod, being a free good,
gets no consumer feedback and
thus does not know what their
readership wants. I think they
should ask themselves how many
copies they could sell in a com-
petitive market.
Finally, while on the subject of
conspiracies, I have an idea for the
senior class gift. We seniors should
give the school a paper shreader.
Then if an administrator should by
mistake write down a speech he
can make sure that it will be
properly disposed of when
someone tries to quote him.
After examination by a
specialist in N.Y. it has been
determined that I do indeed have a
frisbee lodged inside my cranium
as a result of dubious breeding
procedures on the part of my
parents, Wham-o and Dr.
Frankenstein, and thus the rumor
is true.
cont. from p. 6
finest movie houses in the Hartford
area. (And incidentally, it is one of
but two legitimate movie houses
within the city limits of Hartford,)
Additionally, Cinestudio has done
a great deal to further community
relations between the College and
Hartford, in a very popular way. I
know that the College of late has
been trying to do more to involve
itself with the area in which it is
situated, and it seems to me that
Cinestudio, among other things,
has done very well in that area.
Cinestudio's position is an
unusual one, and a somewhat
unstated one. On the one hand, it is
obviously a student-run
organization on the campus of the
College. On the other hand, it is a
business with a wide following
around the Hartford area.
Cinestudio must, in order to be
successful, accommodate many
tastes and different audiences. To
do this requires careful
deliberation and rare judgement
when planning the program. So far,
Cinestudio has , succeeded
remarkably welL This has been the
result of a good working
relationship among the people who
compose the theatre's schedule. It
is here that Mr. Stires' con-
tributions have been most acutely
felt. To remove Mr. Stires as Film
Coordinator would be a great blow
for Cinestudio,
But Cinestudio would not be
the only thing to suffer. I put it to
you that the College would suffer
too, for I have no doubt at all that
Cinestudio and the College are
closely associated in the public's
mind; and that what affects one
would affect the other.
I believe also that Mr. Stires
enjoys some support among the
faculty. This is not wholly un-
deserved. He has done much for
several professors to provide them
with films for their courses. I
remember, for example, that one of
Mr. Mahoney's assignments to his
class was to see "The Magic Flute"
at Cinestudio. That was a fortunate
piece of timing. But Cinestudio has
undoubtedly provided the means
for classes to see films. This was all
arranged through Mr. Stires, as
Film Coordinator.
There can be no real reason to ;
dismiss Mr. Stires, Dean. I urge





206 East 13th Street
New York, NY 10003
Cinestudio Defended
To the Editor:
In the February 27 Tripod
article concerning the removal of
Larry Stires as Film Coordinator,
Dean Nye is quoted as making two
statements with respect to the
procurement of films without the
official Cinestudio link: 1) "...only a,
small amount of film came from
Cinestudio anyway." 2) He
^mentioned that Cinestudio will be
''obligated to provide films of an
academic nature, as this is part of
an agreement with die College that
allows them to retain free use of
their facilities. Neither of these
statements is correct.; ..l,:
Through the efforts of Larry
Stires, nearly all the films for
Professor Potter's film courses
(College Courses, Freshman
Seminars, English Department
courses) have been provided by
Cinestudio. Many films have been
coordinated into the evening
program, others in 16mm have been
rented by Cinestudio specifically
for the classes or have been
borrowed from the Cinestudio film
collection. On at least five
occasions the Audio-Visual
Department has made use of
Cinestudio collection shorts for
non-film courses without having to
pay rental or shipping costs. In
addition, Cinestudio ha coor-
dinated 35mm or rented 16mm
films for Professors Dando,
McNulty, Campo, Barber, Bank-
witz, Mahoney, Fader, Riggio,
Jibrell, Sloan and others.
In the spring of 1978, 15 films
appearing on the evening program
wree used by courses,, three of
them for two courses at the same
time. In the fall of 1978,16 films on
the evening program were coor-
dinated with three courses and
several 16mm shorts were rented,
Already this semester 9 films have
been booked in assocation with
two courses, and at least four 16mm
features will be rented. When one
adds in the services .of
projectionists, phone calls, postage
and shipping charges, this activity
amounts to about $2,000.00 per
semester dorited by Cinestudio on
behalf of the academic program,
more than just a token con-
tribution,
Cinestudio provides films for
courses because that is one of the
aims of the project beyond the
nightly screening of films: to
support activities exclusively
associated with film and film-
making. Support of film education
on campus, specifically courses, is
one wcy Cinestudio carries out its
mission, not because it is obligated
to, but because it wants to. Like
Mother student organizations, The
SFilm Society was1 granted use'' of;••'•
College space' '(in this ease the
filmost > unused> Krieble
Auditorium) in the evenings in
return for equipping -• the
auditorium for audiovisual use by
courses during the day. That is the
agreement. The Film Society built
.,'.« cinema worth $250,000 out of
admission receipts and largely
volunteer work at no cost to the
College, has artistic control of the
evening program, and will use
funds beyond operating expenses
to foster film on campus. The
College receives the cultural and
recreational benefits of the
program and has daytime use of the
theater for major audio-visual
presentation,*-, usually features for
film study or shows involving large
audiences. The coordination of
course film titles into the evening
program is a desirable goal to be
accomplished as often as possible,
consistent with availabilities, ar-
tistic balance and box office
viability. It is not an obligation, but
rather an accommodation which
actually puts some restraint on
programming flexibility.
At this point one may ask, JM>
people often do, if Cinestudio is so
independent, why doesn't it pay
rent and utilities? And the reply is,
why should it? The College already
receives all the benefits of the
project'—the equipment, the
program, the academic support—
while the consultants engaged by
Cinestudio take the risks, that is,
the possibly insufficient box office
income to cover their agreed upon
fees for services rendered. Like
WRTC, the Tripod T or other
student activities, The Film Society
(Cinestudio) uses a college facility
(here the bare, unfurnished
auditorium) free. Unlike other
student activities it does not
receive money from the student
activities fee or other College
budgets/Not only that, it hires its
own consultants and provides all its
own equipment .and even un-
derwrites f some of: the academic ,
programs to the extent that it is
able. Why then, should the College
charge Cinestudio for the privilege
of doing the good works it already
is dong for the College? ? .:
7 Christine McCarthy
•* C inestudio C oordinator
dinance does not provide for is gay
rights for all homosexual men and
women. What it does provide for is
equaV job and housing op-
portunities for all employees of the
• fifty 6*jfwtf<wd mi «tf wwwwte*1 : -
Rights Hit
Right now before the Hartford
City Council is legislation about
Gay Rights. The gigantic con-
troversy this bill has spawned
among groups like th Blue Berets
and the Conn. Citizens for
Decency is out of proportion with
the real WALUE OF THE BILL.
To Gay Rights activists, this should
be a small step on which to build.
The sort of rights that this bill
would guarantee could hardly lead
to "live sex acts on the street."
The cause of this upheaval can
be traced to pure ignorance of the
bill. Few people have actually jead
it. Included in this proposed or-
dinance, are only a few relatively
minor breakthroughs for the Gay
Rights movement. What the or-
fift  jf tf  i tf w w *
which dealt with the city,
regardless of "race, color, by
reason of being an ex-offender,
physical or mental handicap, age,
national origin, religion, and sex or
sexual orientation.
This ordinance would not end
discrimination among private
agencies that don't deal with the.
city. Also specified in the or-
dinance is that these regulations
don't apply to the Board of
E d u c a t i o n . ( R e m e m b e r
Proposition Six?)
It is time for a free country, and
we, as Tomorrow's leaders can
make it free. If we are to be true to
pur American heritage of civil
rights for all, we must give those
rights to people who need them.
We must not legislate loop holes
for the big businessman, the
politican, or the rich.
ts So, let's give the Hartford C,ity
Council a hand if and when they
pass this ordinance,
pass this ordinance. Although it
won't end all discrimination and
prejudice against homosexual men




I have officially begun
preparation for this year's grand
rendition of Trinity's most dismal
ritual—Spring Weekend. Now you
may remember that a letter was
written to you marshmallow brains
not long ago. Well the response
was so underwhelming I thought I
had mistakenly asked you all to
join in a testimonial for Richard
Nixon.
I went to the Frats last week
and all of them have agreed to
sponsor events, Frisbee has been
contacted and Trinity Frisbees are
a distinct possibility for this most
cont. oop.8
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hallowed weekend. I also consulted
with Wayne Asmus who told me
that my starry-eyed plans for this
weekend were overly ambitious.
I may be a fool, I may have the
partying spirit of this campus
misread, but 1 have fatih that an
ambitious Srping Weekend can be
putted off if we can get a little
action from the community at large
not just the frats,
Tentative plans call for: 1). a
bed-on-wheels race down Vernon,
2) Frisbee golf and ultimate
tourneys, 3) chariot races on the
long walk, 4) a mud volleyball
tourney, 5) a resurrection of the .
first intercollegiate skateboard
competition in the U.S., which was
held here in the late 60's, and 6) a
resurrection of the soapbox derby.
Now that hardly sounds overly
ambitious if we have a reasonably
receptive student body. I am going
to put out for you clowns in getting
this thing organized, and if it fails it
will only be the fault of the people
who do not participate in the
events.
I am still waiting to hear from
any dorms with offers of help
organizationally, or in coming
forward with events that they could
plan and run themselves. I am
going to need a little help, how
about it?
With expectations that are still high
David Fitzpatrick
Security
As car owners, we are outraged
by the inefficient protection
granted us by Security and we feel
that prompt action should be taken




To Whom It May Concern:
Was the recently completed
intramural basketball season
marred by faulty organization and
favoritism? Well, if you're not sure
here are the facts. First of all, there
was an error in the scheduling. This
error caused the "C.L." team to
play fourteen games while most of
the other teams played thirteen
games and some only twelve. The
C.L. team completed their season
with an 11-3 record which was good
enough for second place in the
tough Gold division. However, the
Director of Intramurals, Norman
Graf, thought this was just an error
on the part of the captain of C L.
team in recording their games. So
he assumed that their record was.
10-3 which put them in fifth place
and eleminated them from the
playoffs, thus smashing their hopes
of a possible championship. Upon
learning of their elimination from
the playoffs the captain of the
team, Peter Borges went to see
Coach Graf to see how this error
could be rectified. However, Graf
said there was nothing he could do.
The favoritism that is referred
to in this article regards the special
treatment that the Phased Gut Five
team received. The special
treatment that was awarded to this
team involved one member of their
team who was allowed to play for
three to five different intramural
teams. This is a violation of the rule
that states "a player may play for
only one team." When the C L .
team filed a protest on this issue
the following was the result. Coach
Graf took one week to even
acknowledge the protest. His
decision came later the same day
and it was that the Phased Out Five
team should not forfeit any games,
but all the other teams should)
When asked why, the Phased
Out Fi\e was not penalized, he
responded that reason was the
student was on their roster first.
However, this student was on the
roster of three different intramural
squads. So what team was he really
on?
We feel the rules must be
followed if intramurals are to
represent a healthy form of
competition that fosters good will
among players. When the rules are
followed, people learn to believe in
the system and respect it. These
- traits have substantial value in
today's society where mistrust and
corruption seems to be the rule of
the day. We feel a properly running
system would help restore the
individuals confidence in society.
No^r.'to reverse.the injustice
done to the C.t. team. We would
like to issue a challenge to the top
three intramural teams. We believe
this is the fairest way to reverse this
error by playing a single eUm-
nation tournament. In .this
proposed tournament we would
play the 3rd place team first and
continue to play until we lost.
Could the captains of these teams




Disgust was all I felt after
reading your aticle in last week's
Tripod concerning racism and
sexism in fraternities. Could
President Lockwood really be
serious? Has he ever looked up the
definition of fraternity? It has to do
with Brotherhood.
While I am in no position to
speak out about racism, I feel more
than qualified to tell it like it is
about sexism. Concerning equal
employment, pay, advancement,
and respect for qualified persons,
no one is more emphatic than
myself. However, there does exist a
groove of distinction when it comes
to engaging in purely social
activities.
There is no need for women to
invade the membership of frats.
We get to see them in all their j lory
(?) at any open party to which we
choose to go. In fact, we are part of
the reason that they have those"
parties. (Yes, girls, flatter your-
selves.)
I think we should respect men
for wanting an organization where
they can be "with the boys". As
much as we hate to admit it, there
are many occasions when they
prefer the company of their own
gender, which is only un-
derstandable. To push our way
through the doors during a tedious
frat meeting, chip-in for kegs, and
see our pearly whites on the
composite would only cause
resentment. They are entitled to
their male privacy.
If women or the administration
are still dissatisfied and want a
social organization for women,
then charter a sorority and enjoy
sisterhood or charter a co-ed
organization and have exactly what
is already present in co-ed dorms.
Personally, I would have no
respect for a frat-who opened
membership to women who held
their breath, stamped their feet,
and ludicrously screamed
"discrimination". Ladies should





Speaking personally as a
foreign student and hence a
member of the "non-majority"
groups on campus, there are a
cont. on p . 15
As a result of numerous
occurrences in the past weeks, we
have decided to write this letter.
The issue of effective campus
security has been a constant worry
on this campus for quite some time.
Security alerts are promptly posted
after attacks occur, however, there
is no effort, whatsoever to inform
car owners of recurring vandalism.
tWe register in the fall, we pay $20
;for keeping a car on campus, and
what do we get for it—a pretty 6fue
sticker and that's about all! Cai~
have been vandalized and windows
smashed in all student parking
areas, yet no warning has ever been
issued.
A personal occurrence on
: Wednesday night demonstrates the
! inefficiency of the security system
•; here. Upon receiving a phone call
from the front desk at 12:45 a.m.,
« • were informed that one of our
i had been vandalized and to
to "Security" in the CPTV
pvking lot.
Knowing that it was unwise to
«•& alone at that time of night, we
attempted to get a security escort
from Mather. However, upon
request, we were told that it would
be quite awhile before we could get
an escort and that there were
plenty of Security men waiting in
the parking lot.
We decided to take our chances
and walk down there, only to find
out that it was a case of "mistaken
identity". The car was the wrong
color, type, and from a different
state than any of our cars, and after
explaining this to Security, they
apologized and allowed us to walk
home alone.
A security escort was never
offered by them and there were
five Security officers in the CPTV
lot.
Our "mistaken identity" car was
not the only car that was van-
dalized. But were the students ever
informed that the night before, a
car window was smashed in the
Ferris parking lot, that seven
batteries were stolen from the
CPTV lot right before open period,
that two car windows were
smashed on Summit Street the
night before open period! *
New England Legislators Consider Drinking
cont. from p . S
driving deaths any different within
the 18 to 20 year old age group than
within any other? Opponents of the
legislation believe that the figures
still aren't in to answer this
question.
Other arguments against the
rise in the drinking age are that it
will end what many call "controlled
drinking;" that is, drinking in a
controlled environment, par -
ticularly on college campuses. If
the law passes, almost 20,000
students at the University of
Massachusetts in Amherst who are
not yet 21 will have to get their
booze somewhere else, most likely
in Vermont, a mere half hour drive
awav.
What will this do to highway
deaths? With the 18 year old
drinking age, opponents of a raise
argue, the students drink on
campus, and stumble home under
their own foot power.
-This point has certainly not
been lost on New Hampshire's
Governor, Hugh Gallen. Gallen is
certain that the relationship which
has been fostered between
Massachusetts and New Hampshire
in the past (that of a border which
is crossed daily by many people
who work in Massachusetts yet live
in New Hampshire to avoid
Massachusetts' higher taxes, a
border which is crossed routinely
by Massachusetts residents to buy
liquor cheaply in New Hampshire)
will only be enhanced by a raise in
the Massachusetts drinking age
without a similar raise in New
Hampshire.
The last thing Gallen wants is
Massachusetts teenagers driving to
New Hampshire to get plastered,
later to die in car accidents on the
way home. He has already started
pushing for a uniform drinking age
in all of New England. And his idea
has caught on in Vermont, and
Rhode Island, which would also
have a heavy influx of
Massachusetts teenagers coming in
should that state raise its drinking
age unilaterally.
In Connecticut, where state
Sen. George Gunther (R-Stratfbrd)
is the leader of the move to raise
the drinking age, the governor, Ella
Grasso, has already said that she
has no fight to pick with the 18 year
old drinking age, and that she will
see what the legislature does. Mrs.
Grasso is also concerned about
Connecticut young people who
would drive to neighboring states
(most often New York and Rhode
Island) if Connecticut raised its
drinking age without other states
doeing son,
The most vehement opposition
to any attempts to raise the
drinking age in Connecticut and
especially in Massachusetts
hascome from students.
In Massachusetts, a coaliton of
students from the state's colleges
and universities began lobbying
heavily agains the bill a few days
before it was debaged on the iloor
of ihe House.
The Massachusetts bill, as Gov.
King had proposed it, would have
raised the drinking age in
Massachusetts to 19 for six months,
and then to 21. Student lobbying
was mainly responsible for a
compromise in the House on
Monday, Feb. 12, so that the
-drinking age would rise to 19 in
drinking establishments and 21 for
the purchase from package stores.
This seemed fair to the
students, who would at least retain
their campus pubs, and the use of
them, 'once they turned 19. But
after the students went home, the
House revoted, aminding the bill so
that the drinking age went to 19 in
1979, to 20 in 1980, and to 21 in
1981. Student lobby leaders called
the move a cheap shot.
The Massachusetts Senate,
three days later, passed a bill
raising the drinking age to 19 across
the board, which the House refused
to go along with, sending the
measure to a conference com-
mittee for compromise.
Perhaps the best argument
against a rise in the drinking age
was forwarded most eloquetnly by
Massachusetts state Rep. Barney.
Frank (D-Boston, Back Bay) that a
rise in the drinking age would be a
fundamental denial of the con-
stitutional rights of an adult, since
the age of majority in Massachuetts
is 18. This argument backfired
somewhat, as proponents of the bill
have suggested raising the age of
majority to coincide with the
drinking age.
This proposal raises questions
on the federal level, especially with
regard to voting and being drafted.
The old call of "old enough to
fight, old enough to vote," could
.soon become "old enough to fight
and vote, old enough to tip a few
with the veterans and the
politicians."
At the Governor's conference
in Washington D.C. last week New
England governors decided to
submit the proposal for a regional
uniform drinking age to further
study. A study group composed of
governor's staff members from





The future of bills to raise the legal drinking age in the state of
Connecticut looked more uncertain last week when leaders of both
political parties announced their opposition to the measures.
Echoing Governor Grasso's earlier stated support for the present
drinking age of 18, Senate President Pro-Tem Joseph J. Fauliso,
D-Hartford, Majority Leader Joseph Lieberman, D-New Haven, and
Minority Leader Richard C. Bozzuto, R-Watertown all voiced
determined oppostion to raising the minimum age at a public
hearing at the State Capitol last Tuesday.
The leaders offered several reasons-to support their position,
including the arguments that "raising the drinking age would be
inconsistent with state law setting the majority at 18 for all
11 purposes" and "raising the drinking age here will lead to young
(people driving to other states, notably New York, at great risk."
A number of political leaders who stand solidly behind raising
the minimum age to 19 were also on hand at "the hearing to reaffirm
! their position. .
"Community Forums"
Greater Hartford Community College is sponsoring a series of
"Communtiy Forums' this spring to provide discussion of issues of
local concern. The topic of the first discussion, on Weds. March 7, is
"The Earnings Tax: The Ramifications For Hartford." The Speaker
will be Gerald Kaufman, the City of Hartford's tax expert and Hason
to the General Assembly. The topics for the four remaining forums
are: "Ageism: The Need to Recycle People"(Weds., March 21);
"Ethnicity and Hartford's Neighborhoods"(Weds., April 4); "The
Hartford Housing Policy: New Opportunities for Planning"(Fri.
April 27); "Mini-Camp David Summit Conference: An Update of
the Arab-Israeli Accords" (Weds., May 16).
"Hartford Conversation"
The series of discussions "Hartford Conversations"-aponsoreo
by the Urban and Environmental Studies Program will continue this
Tuesday, March 6, with featured speaker "Nan" Streeter. "Nan
Strceter is mayor of West Hartford and "one of our most capabl
regional politicians." The lecture will begin at 7:30 p.m. in Alumn
Lounge
• - ' . " " : • " i .
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Men Swimmers Successful In New Englands
This past weekend, eight in-
trepid swimmers—Len Adam, Rob
Calgi, John Chandler, Frit? Eberle,:
Mikie Elgunise, Rich Katzman, and'
co-capts. Mike Hinton and Kent
Reilly—journeyed to Springfield
College to take part in the gala
event of college swimming, the
New England Inter-Collegiate
Championships. One outstanding
trademark of this meet is the in-
tensity of each swimmer on each
team participating. Many teams go
to great lengths to get psyched for
this competition. Over 50% of the
swimmers in attendance have
shaved their heads, including such
teams as Williams, Bowdoin, and
URI, whose entire teams shave
down. Although Trinity had no one
that shaved his head, some
members on the team came close.
The first nite of the New
England Championships, Thur-
sday, was the high mark for Trin as
they had their 800 yd. Freestyle
Relay team competing. The team
;Was composed of Hinton swimming
tide leadoff leg, Katzman, C algi,
and Reilly swimming anchor.
Going into the New Englands, the
best combined time that Trinity
could have recorded (putting
together everyone's best 200 free
times) was" a 7:43- Trinity was
seeded in Lane 5 in the next to last
heat for the 800 free Relay. Last
year the Ducks had finished in
. thirteenth place with a time of
7:31.4 and were just beaten, -by
Southern Conn., UConn, and
Vermont, who were all in their
h e a t . .• • • • • • . • • ; . • • ' • • , . • < • , i - . . -
On Thursday nite, it seemed as
History repeated itself as Trin
found themselves in the same heat
with Vermont in lane 6, UConn in
4, Coast Guard in 3, UMass in 2,
and Southern Conn, in 1. As the
starter's gun cracked, Hinton
sizzled a 52.5 100 split and touched
in with a five yard lead over
everyone as he split an un-
believable 1:49.6. Hinton's time was
four seconds better than his sea-
sonal best and the second fastest
200 free ever recorded by a Trinity
Swimmer. Katzman held the lead
as he split a 1:52.8 for his leg of the
race and gave Calgi the lead he
needed. Katzman's time
represented a phenomenal drop of
six seconds from his previous best
time. At this time iit the, race the
team from UMass had gotten out to
a big lead but Trin remained in
second place, .
Galgisplit a 1:52.5for his leg, a
drop of five seconds from his
previous best time for the season.
In addition, he gave Reilly a small
lead going into the anchor leg.
Reilly took off and outstroked the
field as he split an astounding 1:48.7
(which is the school record) as Trin
Sports Scene From The Summit
Trinity's Honorable Mention All-New England 800 yard Medley Relay Team ft Freestyle Relay Team.
From left to right: Reilly, Calgi, Katzman, and Hinton. photo by Frta Eberle
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This year's Varsity M«n's Swim Team surprised a Iot-of people; That is, everyone but themselves.
Coach Chet McPhee took the -men's swimming reins in December, in addition to working with the
women's team. Andi his! hopes wer& not high.The teamconsisted of only 6 'nen and no diver, There
had been no swimming recruitment the .previous-year; so the team could claim no new freshmen.
Breaststroker Franck Wobst spent the year abroad and left a vacuum in that spot. The only two teams
Trinity had a chance against, Bryant and Nichols, dropped their swimming programs early in the
season. "Swimming had been down for so long," said McPhee. "They had a 'can't win' aura about
them." Things looked very gloomy.
But all was not lost—far from it. Recipe for a winning formula: some interested non-swimmers who
are willing to give it a shot (ie., John "JC" Chandler and Bill Huffer), two dedicated divers (Dave
Gatenby and Randy Brainerd), a coach who's bursting with energy and enthusiasm, and team leaders
who run a tight ship and work themselves "to the bone."
"We had something to prove to the school,-" co-capt. Kent Reilly reflected. "And it was a team
effort. Alfour decisions were made as a group; we were all working towards a common goal."
That "common goal" was an unbelievable degree of achievement and improvement over last
year's poor showing. And in the first meet of the season, when Trin blew Union out of the pool, Coach
McPhee knew his swimmer's work had had its rewards.
' 'Every time they got in the pool, they got better,'' he said. From Union on, the sky was the limit.
As it ended up, it was a very successful year.
They came out of a tough schedule with a 5̂ 5 record, their best in a decade. The season was
marked by fine performances from all the swimmers. And it was all culminated in Trin's showing at
the New Englands this weekend. All sorts of personal and seasonal records were set, and, considering
the competition, the Aquamen should be commended for their 16th place standing in a field of 32.
Also notable in this weekend's impressive display was the All New-England Honorable Mention
received by the 800 yard freestyle relay team consisting of Mike Hinton, Rich Katzman, Rob Calgi,
and Kent Reilly.
As for next year, Coach McPhee is "Wildly optimistic." "We have an exciting group of incoming
swimmers. The swimming programs for both men and women have really turned a corner.
The loss of Calgi and Reilly will be, a great blow to the team. Reilly's talents and leadership and
Calgi's brain brimming with swimming knowledge ("Ileamed a lot from Calgi," admitted McPhee)
will be sorely missed. Yet McPhee will View this season's squad with the "highest respect for the
team as individuals," for making the 78-79 season "the most rewarding and satisfying coaching
experience of my life." J
surged to a second in the heat. The
total time for the relay was a 7:23.6,
breaking the school record by over
eight seconds and giving Trin
eighth place in the event. On the
basis of that performance, Hinton,
Katzman, Calgi, and Reilly were
awarded All-New England
Honorable Mention.
On Friday, the 50 and all the
200's were swum, including the 400
yd. Medley Relay. Len Adam
participated in the 50 and recorded
a personal best time of 23.0 for the
event. Elgunise swam a seasonal
best of 2:13.4 in the 200 Back. In
the 200 free, Eberle stroked to a
personal (best Q£.1^6,6t/;Qalgijtq a
1:54.0, and Reilly to a 1:51.0.
Chandler, swimming the 200
Breast, dropped his time two
seconds as he recorded a 2:34.8.
The 400 yd. Medley Relay team
of Elgunise (1:01.1), Chandler
(1:10.1), Eberle (57.3), and Adam
(51.4) swam to their seasonal bests
as the relay came in at 4:00.5.
Saturday marked the end of the
1979 New England's and also the
swimming careers of Calgi and
Reilly. The events swum on
Saturday included all the 100's, the
500, and the 400 yd free relay. In
the 100 free, three Trin swimmers
participated and all recorded their
personal best times. Adam swam to
a 52.0, Hinton to a 50.1 and twenty-
fifth place, and Reilly to a 50.0 and
twenty-fourth place Overall* -
In the 500 free, Calgi dropped
his time by fifteen seconds as he
surged to a 5:08.1. The time was
•' within four seconds of the • school
record and was the second fastest
500 ever swum by a Trinman.
Chandler stroked the 100 Breast to
a personal best of 1:11.3 while
Eberle recorded a seasonal best of
57.3 in
cont. on p. 12




Last Wednesday evening the Z-
Most squadron upended the AD
ti 1 Team 18 baskets to 16 (36-32 for
you hoop experts) to cop the In-
tramural Basketball Crown for
1979.
The Z-Mosters featured a
talented line-up of Mike Foye (a
photo by Amy Polsyes
former All-New England Quar-
terback), John Flynn (a former All-
New England running-back and
perpetrator of the Savitt Award),
Bill McCandless (a member of the
1973 New England Class C Prep
School ' Basketball Champions),
• Mike Ouellette (former ace-reltever
for the Bantam Baseballers), Bruce
Shea (frequenter o^Makrjis^. Ail-
Night Eats), Mike ftaly^fa^ed
head), and Joe LoRusso (ii first
b a s e m a n ) . - . ..- -r. •• .;, ; . - - „ . , # . , , , •
The AD Team /featuied ĵTjun
Jenkins and Eric Matthews (Tennis
Players) and Ken Savino and Steve
Slade (Soccer Players).
It was an even contest for the
first few minutes. A slow,
deliberate, low scoring game, at the
half the difference was almost
negligible. But the low score wasn't
simply due to delibertion. Mistakes
were made, and Z-Most began to
capitalize on some of AD's.
McCandless under the boards,
and Bruce Shea who tallied some
nice inside buckets in the closing
minutes, put Z-Most on top for
good. For AD Ken Savino's long
jumpers kept them in the game. j
But there is some controversy
over the Intramural title. The C X.. ;
Team, claiming an error in record
calculations for deciding playoff
berths, say that they should have
had a shot in the playoffs. They
have issued a challenge (see letter,
page 8) to the top three teams
involved in the playoffs. What will
come of this challenge is as yet
unknown, but at stake are vital
place points for the coveted
Alumni Trophy.
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Trinity ECAC Division III For Second Straight Season
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photo by Kathy Crawford The Une That Scored
photo by Kathy Crawford
The second line accounted for nine of Trinity's fourteen playoff goals and 23 total points tot two
games. They are right wing Sam Gray [#22], center George Brickley [#6], and left wing Tom Keenan photo by Mary Lee Sole
The Bantams gather around their goal for a Utfle pre-gaaepncklitamliwham' Recognizable are Dave Roman [#4], Ted Almy [#12],
Dave Martin [#17], J « * Slattery [#2], Joe Upton [»] . W ^ J UalWl]. The face* «f CM»t * • * • and Bob Plumb grace the far
perimeter. '• '
Brickley's Last Hurrah photo by Dave Koeppel
George Brickley celebrates his 113th and final career goal over
Framlngham State In the second period last Saturday night.
f /Zfx/tJ Photo by Oave Koeppel
Just as Sam Gray was upended by a Fnuningham defenseman he gave the puck a final posh, and it
flopped gently end-over-end past the Ram net-minder for the score.
Chase Hat-Trick Nails RIT In Semis
by Nancy Luces
When a team gets knocked off
their game, survives a 4 goal streak
by the opposition, and comes back
in the third to win 9-6, that team
deserves to be in the playoff finals.
Enough said about Trin's
dueness—we all knew how good
they were—and on with the ex-
citing RET game, highlighted by
Tom Chase's first Bantam hat trick.
RTT came out body first leaving
their heads in the locker room,
relying simply on their physical
abilities to shake Trinity up a bit.
Their heavy-hitting strategy back-
fired on them, however, with only
36 seconds gone in the first period,
as they were assessed a penalty.
It didn't take Chase long to
capitalize on the man-up situation,
as he hit in his own rebound un-
molested in front of the RIT net.
Oi the following line shift,
George Brickley showed why he is
the leading scorer in Div, III when
*»e took the puck at his own blue
> line, man-handled the RIT defense
with his finesse, and flipped it past
the cage-guard to put Trin up 2-0
less than 2 minutes into the game.
RIT realized at this time that
they were being skated into the ice.
So they took to hitting more and
harder in an effort to counter the
Bantam talent. It worked, for the
most part, until Sam Gray un-
controllable in his wing position,
tallied the best goal of the game.
Gray's shot from the left face-off
circle was followed by a display of
leg-waving from his prone position
in the RIT corner.
Chase answered an RIT power
play goal with his second of the
period, from Dana Barnard and
Bob Ferguson at 16:31. The period
had been highlighted by the strong
play from everyone, notably Larry
Rosenthal, and the defense was
alert enough to be at the right place
at the right time.
But maybe their first period




Bob Ferguson sends the puck into the Framlngham zone, as Bob
Plumb [#27] approaches. photo by Dave Koeppel
circle the RIT netminder
absolutely no chance on.
It was a good game for the
Bantams in the point-total
department. Keenan and Brickley
both had 2 goals and three assists,
while Sam Gray followed close
behind with two and two. Dana
Barnard did his part with three
assists, and fellow defenseman
Peter Lawson-Johnston came up
with two. But the most fun was had
by Tom Chase with his three goals
and one assist. Chase's father was
also impressed. After the second
period, when his son only had two
goals to his credit, a Bantam fan
congratulated the elder Mr. Chase,
adding that Chase the younger was
not finished yet. He wasn't. Here's
to many more from the lanky, hard-
working sophomore.
It was a thrilling, physically
taxing game, but Trin came out of
it the victor, with a lot of bruises
and high hopes.
Holds Off Last-Minute Surge By Brave Bantams In 6-5 Thriller Final
around goalie Ted Walkowicz and
RITscored 4 straight goals. The
defense wasn't wholly responsible
for the let up; RIT was certainly not
a bunch of animals with no hockey
sense-'They're a really good hock-
ey club," commented Coach Dun-
ham after the contest. At that
point, they deserved their 5-4 lead.
A hustling Tom Keenan was the
spark the Bantams needed to get
back on the track. A scant 30
seconds after RIT's last goal,
Keenan teamed up with Brickley
and Barnard to tie up the score
Barnard continued to carry the
momentum, and when he crossed
the blue line and fed a speedy Sam
Gray half a minute after Keenan's
goal, Trin once again had the lead.
A final goal by Keenan on a power
play closed that dynamic second
period.
The vigorous body checking
game continued throughout the
rest of the game, and penalties
abounded. Most of the action was
at center ice, but at 13 minutes,
Chase captured the elusive hat
with a little help, from Keenan and,
Clint Brown. The last Trin goal was
Brickley's, on a shot from the right
by Nancy Lucas
Clint Brown is a battered
hockey player, but he is not a
beaten hockey player. Every step
he takes is cause for a grimace of
pain, but he dresses for the games
and skates a valiant shift now arid
then. "He ' s an inspiration to
me,"said one teammate. He's a
stimulus to the team that was
ECAC Div. Ill Runner-up, and
furthermore, he is exemplary of
their spirit. It was that never-say-
die attitude of the Trinity Hockey
Bantams that earned them a 6-5
score versus Framingham State
Saturday night. "But they were on
the losing end of that 6-5 score,"
,you say? Not really. If they gave
points for guts alone, Trinity would
have been the victor by a wide
margin. However, since it is only
'^he pucks that cross the goal
line that count, technically, the
Bantams were outscored, 6 goals to
5. So what? In their hearts in the
hearts of every fan in the West
Suburban Arena, in the hearts of
everyone who heard the game oa
Jihe radio, and in the hearts of each
•M every person at tr inity College
!»ho cares about sports, the Trinity
, iEockey Bantams are champions.
\ It would take pages to laud
jtrery member of the team who
iijlayed well. (That Is everyone on
jfc team.) But this reporter's vote
ibr MVP has to go to Ted
iWalkowicz. Wacko culminated his
ĥistoric Trinity career by making
•.id)saves, each one harder than the
'•mi, against a hard-shooting
framingham squad.
Defenseraan Jack Slattery was a
fastening character to Ram
'wards as he abused a lot of
Mies. Dana Barnard had another
'»liu night following his strong
isplay against RIT. David Martin
:!ayed perhaps the gutsiest hockey
:is reporter has seen him play,
jteding like a rock at the Trin blue
l i te . v • ' .
I To throw a group of freshmen
: [into college hockey playoffs is a .
Hiky endeavor. Inexperience,often
> iwses mistakes at costly moments.
Hat didn't hold true for Trinity's
iitjhmen. Bob Ferguson, moved
up to first line center, fore-checked
Framingham into the ice. He
skated as fast as he did pre-ankle
injury, and everyone in the crowd
knew that in a race for the puck,
Fergie would get there first. Joe
Upton, after a slight late-season
slump, poured it on both Friday
and Saturday nights, coming up
with 2 assists against Framingham.
Upton's passing was a stabilizing
factor in Trin's rushes. The ever-
energetic Karl Nelson added a bit
of spark with a few good shifts,
while David Roman gave Ram
defensemen something to worry
about.
Most of all, it was a team effort,
with each line working together as
a very cohesive unit. Larry
Rosenthal, Tom Chase, and Rick
Margenot played on a scrappy
third line, threatening often and
keeping the pressure on in the
Framingham end with solid
forechecking.
Yet aside from all that, much
credit is due to the team's seniors.
Each one gave 200%, from goalie
Walkowicz, to Pete Lawson-
Johnston, bruised from head to toe,
on defense, to Tom Keenan, Sam
Gray, and George Brickley on a
forward line. Ted Almy, injured in
the game against Hobart, played
tight defense throughout the
weekend, and the intrepid Clint
Brown, noticeably suffering, made
appearances on the power play and
killing penalties, and served as a
catalyst in Trin's comeback drive.
Framingham opened the
scoring on a blast from the right
side at 2:40 of the first period. Then
followed an outstanding display of
goaltending by Walkowicz and
Framingham netminder Steve
Giannangelo. Giannangelo, while
making 27 tough saves, went onto
become MVP in the playoffs. At
one point, Wacko made three
successive saves that left the good
Trin crowd gasping and the Rams
slamming their sticks on the ice.
Wacko had a total of 18 stops in
that period alone.
Finally, with about 3 minutes




£ Championship Final against WnwSu&mm State.
photo by Dave Koeppet
In Control
Larry Rosenthal controls the pock
at center ice against RIT.
power play to knot things up at one
apiece. George Brickley initiated
the play when he passed to'•> Joe
Upton streaking up the left side.
Upton then passed to Plumb in
front of the goal, and, in the Bob
Plumb tradition, he turned the red
light on. Framingham, not willing
to let that go uncontested, closed
out the period with a power play
goal of their own. Framingham had
dominated the period, but Trin was
boosted by Wacko's performance
in the nets.
Brickley opened the second
period when he tapped in a
rebound of Jack Slattery's shot
from the point. The game con-
tinued on in this deadlocked
fashion till 8:17, when the Rams
went on a 3-goal scoring spree.
David Martin's double minor
penalty didn't help the situation, as
Trin had killed off the first two
minutes and was almost through
the second 2 when Framingham
scored number four. The Ram's
fifth goal, two minutes later, was on
a screen shot—Wacko didn't even
move.
The Bantams, determined not
to give in to the Ram's potent
offense, went on the -warpath.
Brickley, in a replay of his first
goal, hit home a rebound following
point.
It was the third period that was
the final statement on the fate of
the Bantams. It was in this period
that the Trin players gave it
everything they had, but
Framingham proved to be just
strong enough to upend the team
that had soundly defeated them 6-4
in the semi-finals last year.
Trinity spent the first four
minutes building up steam, and at
4:41, their hard work paid off. The
Bants had a power play, and Bob
Plumb had the puck. He passed to
David Roman at left point, who
threw it over to Sam Gray on the
right. Gray, being hounded, by a
Ram defender, went down, but got
the shot off despite the pressure.
The puck couldn't have moved any
slower and still have been moving.
•Thanks to a mess in the crease, a
mix-up on Giannangelo's part
resulted in the puck trickling by the
goatiVs left skate.
With the score 5-4 now, the
Bantams really came on tough.
Every rush up ice brought the fans
to their feet, but Giannangelo
came up with the big saves when he
needed to. Finally, Framingham,
with a bit of force and a little luck,
fired one past Wacko from near the
blue line.
With less than four minutes
remaining in the game, Trinity gave
it one last effort. Brickley, starting
out from his own.end, brought the
puck over the blue line and passed
to Upton on his left. Upton alertly
threw it ahead for Plumb in the
crease, and Trin was once again
within one, 6-5.
But the clock read only 1:03
remaining, and it just wasn't
enough time. The siren sounded at
the end of that emotion-filled sixty
minutes of hockey, and the
Framingham players mobbed their
goalie while the crowd cheered.
But, slowly, a rumble mounted
from the Trinity section, quietly at
first but soon building to a
deafening roar. Every Bantam fan
in the arena rose and applauded,
paying rightful homage to their
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More Sports
Women's Varsity Squash Shines In 12-2 Season
Squash-Women Perform Well In Nationals At Wesleyan
by Nick Noble
Last Wednesday the Women's
Varsity Squash Team ended their
regular season with a disappointing
6-1 loss to Yale, but this weekend
they rebounded to take a possible
3rd place overall in the Nationals,
held at Wesleyan University.
Against Yale, Trinity's number
one player Marian DeWitt was the
only winner. "It was a real
disappointment," commented
Coach Jane Millspaugh. "I don't
really feel we displayed our true
talent on Wednesday."
Over the weekend the Bantam
racqueteers travelled to Cardinal
• •/!*-;;.--• tf
Women's Varsity Squash 1978-79 photo by Rm&t Pearsall
Men's Swimming Squad Crushes Clark
The Trinity College Varsity
Swim Team concluded their finest
dual meet season in a decade,
sporting a 5-5 record. It seems
fitting that the Swim Squad should
enjoy their best season of the
decade as they join the Water Polo
Team, Football, Cross Country,
Hockey, Women's Field Hockey,
Tennis, and Squash Teams,, who
have all concluded their seasons
• with the best won-lost record over
the 1970's. 1979 has been a banner
year for,the'majority of Bantam
sports.
Against Clark on Monday, Trin
marched to a win in the 400 Medley
Relay and never looked back after
that. Mikie Elgunise, John "JC"
Chandler, Fritz Eberle, and
Chipper McKeehan stroked to win
•in 4:13.0 to put a big 7 points on the
•tyoard. The next event swum was
••the 1650 free rather than the 1000
free. Rob "Super John" Calgi and
Rich Katzman undertook the task
with Calgi winning, posting a
personal best 18:51.1 for the
"marathon swim"; Katzman
garnered third. Eberle marched to
a win in the 200 free in 1:57-2 and
Lenny Adam sprinted to a win in
the 50 with McKeehan hanging
on to third. Co-Capt. Mike Hinton
continued Trin's string of first
places as he won the 200 IM in
2:17.0. Co.-^capt. Kent Reilly swam
the 400 IM and set a new school
and pool record in the event as his
time of 4:46.5 broke the old Trin
standard by seven seconds.
Randy Brainerd and Dave
Gatenby twitched to a sweep in the
Required Diving. Eberle sang to a
second in the 200 Fly whilst Hinton
followed with a second in the 100
Free. Elgunise (2:14.8) and
Calgi swept the 200 Back to give
Trin a 53-25 lead. Reilly concluded
his dual-meet career on a winning
note taking the 500 yd. free. John
"JC" Chandler swam to a 2:36.7 in
the 200 yd. Breast while teammate
Bill Huffer recorded a 2:49.6 to
take third place. Brainerd won the
optional diving and Clark was
history, 64-45.
For seniors Reilly, Calgi, and
Brainerd it was an unbelievable
season as they had have seen a
turn-around in Men's Swimming
after having gone thru a 1-9 season
four years ago. As Coach Chet
McPhee stated, "Those teams that
we compete against have not seen
anything yet. This has been a
rebuilding year and we were very
competitive. We were outclassed in
only three out of ten meets. Next
year, we will have two swimmers
returning from a year away in
addition to a promising new fresh-
man class."
country, Middletown, Con-
necticut, to participate in the
Women's Intercollegiate Squash
Nationals. Trinity's top four players
were entered.
Nina McLane lost early, in the
feeder round, and so was
eliminated from the Tournament,
but the three other Trinity entrants
fared well.
Marian DeWitt made her way
to the quarter-finals, as she was
supposed to, due to her seed. There
she met and was bested by the
Tourney's number two seed from
Princeton. Coach Millspaugh
suspects that DeWitt will be ranked
fifth Nationally.
Muffy Rogers, "playing her best
Squash all season," according to
Millspaugh, defeated the number
four seed from Davidson in a big
upset triumph. She then entered
the quarterfinals, where she was
downed by Jody Maguire of
Princeton.
Mimi Coolidge took the runner-
up spot in the consolations, with
some heads-up Squash play.
Coach Millspaugh and
Assistant Coach Sue McCarthy are
both extremely pleased with this
year's success. The 12-2 regular
season; record, and the probable
third place national ranking
(though the official results are not
yet out) display a marked im-
provement over last winter's team.
Men's Squash At Nationals
The Men's Varsity Squash team
took on some formidable op-
ponents in the Intercollegiate
Nationals held at West Point this
weekend, but finished with a
possible 7th place nationally and
some impressive performances.
The competition was broken up
' into three different tournaments
with two players from each
teamparticipating in each tor-
nament. There were finals and
consolation finals in each division.
Perhaps the most satisfying
display of the day was put on by
Scott Friedman, Trin's second
seeded player in the A Tour-
nament. He defeated his opponent
from Franklin and Marshall in the
first round, and from MIT in the
second. He finally lost to UPenn's
Ned Edwards, who later went on to
become the tournament champion.
Page Lansdale lost to a Fordham
foe in the first round and also was
defeated in the first round of the
consolations.
In the B Tournament, Rob
Dudley won two rounds before
losing to a man from Harvard in the
third. Pete DeRose was the victor
in his first round, only to be
defeated in a later one.
Richard Kennond was the
bright spot for the Bantams in the
C Tournament, winning two
rounds before falling to his Yalie
enemy. John Burchenal was taken
by a Princeton antagonist, but not
before whining his first round.
Coach Sutherland was pleased
with the team's performance as
they certainly lived up to expecta-
tionSt
Men's Varsity Squash 1978-79
photo by Jon Lester
Men's Swimming At New Englands
Rob Calgi la action for Trinity.
photo by Jon Lester
cont. from p. 9
the 100 Fly.
The 400 yd. free relay marked
the last event on the program and
the quartet of Hinton, Katzman,
Calgi, and Reilly prepared
themselves in an unusual way. The
latter three cut off the majority of
their tresses because this was the
last race of the year. Trin was
fighting to get into the consolation
finals and a superior performance
was needed. Hinton started with a
50.3ieadoff leg. Katzman followed
with a'49.97, breaking the century
mark for the first time in his career
and dropping two and a half
seconds from his personal. best
time. Calgi swam the third length
in an unbelievable 50.5 split—three
seconds below his previous best,
Reilly anchored in 49.0, his
best-ever split recorded. The relay
recorded a 3:20.3, only four tenths
from the school record and good
enough for eleventh place in the
even):.
Trinity finished sixteenth out of
thirty-two schools at the New
Englands. However, at a meet such
as that, what place a team comes to
is irrelevant compared to how well
the team performed and improved.
Over the three day span, Trinity
swimmers performed with the same
intensity as those from the top
teams. Coach McPhee received
congratulations from many of the
other coaches on the improvement
and performance of the Trin
swimmers. Aloha. Next week—•
Wrap-up.
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r BANTAM SPORTS ARENA
Biggins' New Records
Cindy Higgins, junior Co-Captain of this
year's Women's Varsity Basketball Team, set a
new Trinity record for points in a season with 219
this winter. Her more than 150 rebounds was also
a record. She had game high totals of 31 points
(another record) and 26 rebounds (still another).
She also broke 25 points twice more during the
campaign, including the final drubbing of
Wesleyan.
Apology
Last week Tripod Sports erroneously recorded
that Trinity was "Wasted By Wesleylan" in the
title of the Women's Hoop article. Actually,
Williams was the victor that week. Trinity wasted
Wesleyan this past week 65-48, to end their
winningest season ever at 10-5.
Rugby Meeting
There will be a meeting of all those interested
in playing Rugby this Spring on Thursday night,
8 PM, at Psi U.
P.E. Registration
Registration for 4th Quarter Physical Educa-
tion, through March 9, 9 AM- 12 PM, in the
Lobby of Ferris Athletic Center.
Next Week In Tripod Sports
Next week Tripod Sports will wrap-up
Hockey, Basketball, Squash, and a host of other
winter sports. Also, we will look ahead to the
Spring, and even the summer.
Poole, Sutherland In Marathon
• Freshman Crew Coach Charlie Poole and
Men's Racquets Coach George Sutherland
participated in a Marathon held in Middletown
this past Sunday, in an attempt to qualify for the
Boston Marathon. Sutherland's time of 3 hours
and 5 minutes (54th place) wasn't good enough to
make the qualifying cut-off of 3 hours flat, but
Charlie Poole's 2 hour and 58 minute time
qualifies him for the Boston Extravaganza.
Spring Sports Writers
Writers are still needed for a few spring
sports. If you are interested contact Nancy Lucas
at 246-8902, or Nick Noble at 249-6065.
Women's Hoop Downs Amherst, Wrecks Wesleyan
Team Closes Out Finest Season Ever At 10-5
by- Kate Meyer*
It was all over but the shouting,
as the Trinity Women's Basketball
Team downed Amherst and
Wesleyan to end their season with
a more than respectable 10-5
record.
The first half of the Amherst
game was all defense. The Bantam
press was so successful in stopping
the ball that the Lady Jeffs were
trapped. They had no place to go
and nothing to do exceptt toss the
ball into the fast hands of Sue Levin
who came up with it time and
again.
The second half saw the offense
working at full production rate.
The starting five of Levin, Kathy
Crawford, Cindy Higgins, Minnie
Mahoney, and Kathy Schlein were
slick as a well-piled machine, each
part assisting the other.
Higgins and Mahoney muscled
their way in underneath, while
Crawford was smooth from the
corner. Tracy Partridge came into
strengthen the force, and all
Amherst could do was get their
hats and coats and leave on the
short end of a 59-40 score.
The triumph psyched the
Bantams, who were now ready to
go to town against Wesleyan. The
Cardinals would have been
smarter had they flown away, but
instead they remained and were
promptly tarred and feathered.
Again, Sue Levin has to be
commended, not only for heads-up
defensive play but for calling the
shots offensively, making the plays
work, and taking care of business
in general. Crawford hung tough
underneath, snagging rebounds
and sinking her patented jump-
shots from out in the ozone. Lu
DiMaria assisted with the
rebounding and dropped in a few
line drives to keep the tally rising.
Cindy Higgins pulled her usual
jump back attack, contributing a
game high 25 points along .the way.
The dynamic duo ot .'Carol
McKenzie and Cathy Anderson did
an excellent job in keeping the
birds away from the feed. It was
time to shine and they did, leaving
Wesleyan blinded by the light,
65-48.
The team has come a long way
from their first game, a losing effort
against Dartmouth. And it has been
a truly team effort. Even Polly
Lavery, sidelined by an injury half-
way through the season, continued
to support the squad on game days
from the stands.
Hustle, hardwork, and the help
of Coaches Kathie Lipkovich and
Charlie Clark have brought
Trinity their best Women's
Basketball Team ever.
will throw in their towels, and (heir
presence on the court will be
greatly missed.
As seasons go this was one for
building so break out the bubbly
because the Bantams will be back






leave - it will
be ready upon
arrrival
Ctady Hlggtns battle* far a rabowd against Aadwnt. Later i n t o
week she tallied 25 points against the Caidlnate of Wesleyan.
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SYou, a faithful follower of this
:: space, have been a moun- •
- taineer'for some time nows
' You've studied the funda-
: mentals, selected your
gear and experimented *
with methodology. In short,
you are nobody's fool. None-
theless, you also know a little
knowledge is a dangerous thing. ^
So you want to learn more.
Smart tMnMng.
First, you must realize that
once the basics of mountaineering
are mastered, it is only nuance
which distinguishes the true
artists from the merely adequate.
Therefore, attention to detail,
especially in matters of clothing,
is vital.
Always protect the head
according to seasonal fluctua-
tions. In winter, a warm, nat
is mandatory (The head, after
all, is the chimney of the
body. Avoid cerebral heat loss -
it diminishes your psycho-
physio abilities.)
In summertime,






regard to your foot-
' gear. Shoes should &**> ««• B.
, be sturdy and stable.
A secure footing is
of utmost importance. Without it,
• you're asking for trouble. Point
; of order: while mountaineering is









£.'.•:., less serious business. If you are
going to down toe mountains,
rather than vice versa, you must
;be confident of your steiiding.
Between the head and the feet
lies the area known to pros as "the
body.'Mountaineering
bodywear is usually based
on personal preference.
However, keep a keen
eye out for one common
criterion. Your clothes
should be comfortable and
flexible, allowing for open
movement, specifically in the
vicinity of the arms. A free
and responsive arm is a
mountaineer's best friend.
i Certain accessories, of
\ course, complement and
complete the regulation .
garb. Expedition flags
to mark your territory
in public places, con-
necting ropes for those










range from the rustic
to the refined And
well they might, for
mountaineers are a
rugged andindividual •'
lot, joined only by a













of drinking Bueoli. The
term originates due to the
Btaowy.icy peaksaportad try the :
; Jabel outaide and perpetuates 3u
•;tottocold,ii4tura%*efresiuni
taste:lnside.(of: , &






Don't Just reacli for a beer.BUSCHHead for the mountains.
©Anheuser-Busch, Inc. St. Louis, Mo.
. . . - ' . • • J . " \ - f •
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Marriage
The second discussion in the
series of lectures Marriage &
Ethical Responsibility sponsored
by the church will be on the subject
of "Marriage, Ethics, and
Religion," and will be led by Laura
Inglis and Peter Steinfeld of
Princeton Theological Seminary,
Princeton, New Jersey. The
meeting will take place on Wed-
nesday, March 7 at 9 p.m. in the
Alumni Lounge in Mather Hall.
Russian Sale
The Four-Continent Book
Store will hold a Russian Book
Exhibit and Sale on Wednesday,
March 7, from 10 a.m.-5 p.m. in the
Wean Lounge. Items include
textbooks, artbooks, Russian Toys,
posters, artifacts and 1980 Summer
Olympic items.
Drop Day
The deadline for dropping;
courses one is presently enrolled in
is Friday, April 6, 1979. That same
day is the deadline for finishing
courses graded incomplete from
last term or prior terms. After April
6 any remaining grade of in-
complete becomes an F, Note that
this is1 the Friday of the first week
of classes after Spring Vacation.
Home Wine Making
The seminar "The Chemistry of
Home Winemaking" will be
presented by Dr. James Bobbitt,
Professor of Chemistry at the
University of Connecticut, on
Wednesday, March 7, at 4:30 p.m.
in Clement 105. Refreshments will
precede the lecture in the Chem.
library at 4 p.m.
Coney Island
"Coney Island: Mass Culture as
Carnival" will be the topic of an
illustrated lecture by Professor
John Kasson (UNC Chapel Hill)
tonight, in Boyer Auditorium
(LSC), at 8:15. The lecture will be
sponsored by the American Studies
Program. All are welcome.
Study Away
The following general in-
formational meetings will be held
in Alumni Lounge on the dates and
at the hours indicated:
Monday, March 5, 11:30 a.m.;
Thursday, March 8, 2:30 p.m.;
Wednesday, March 14, 11:00
a.m.
Students are invited to come to
any meeting to receive information
for the first time or to ask further
questions of Dean Wiislow con-
cerning study away from Trinity.
Letters
cont. from p, 8
couple of points I would like to
address on your aticle about the
fraternities.
First, despite all the lip service
paid totthe problem of racism and
discrimination on eampus, the
responses shown by the various
presidents varies greatly. They
range foom that of Michael Daly
who may be, I think, fairly
described as frankly pessimistic
about chances of compromises, to
that of Tim McC live. The latter
one may be viewed as a little
hypocritical. Surely the
justification of the absence of
minority brothers by resorting to
brothers who are of European and
Middle Eastern, descent, as well as
of various religious beliefs, is
reaching a little too far.
Regardles though of the at-
titudes shown, it will do them well
to remember thicr vows of
brotherhood, The few brothers
who have been accepted that are of
'non-majority" racial groups are
supposedly to be no different from
any other brothers. Yet, each time
tois question of discrimination
comes up, they are dragged out and
paraded as evidence of the
fraternities compliance. This is, in
my opinion, very cynicia and't in
n be looked at ai a form of
pient discrimination. The iroay
B.that the people doing it: may
ancerely belivee ia the justice of
""sir actioH. They are giudpd by
Bo°d intentions, but *ttch, "As




After reading today's front page
article about the racist an sexist
fraternities on campus, it seems to
;
 m e that the administration is in
desperate search of a scapegoat for
its own shortcomings.
In first dealing with the racism
Pf fraternities, one quote which
^mediately comes to mind is one
from the Good Book; "Let he who
js innocent cast the first stone."
1{ie administration and staff of
educators do not exhibit any
overwhelming integration of
minorities. One needs only to look
at the faculty pictures in our
beloved yearbook to see how true
this is.
A larger percent of qualified
minority students could possibly
breakdown the obvious polarity
that now exists and provide a
climate better suited to natural
social interactions. I emphasize the
word "qualified" so as not to be
accused of favoring a "beefing up"
of the minority population through
lower admission standards.
To expect fraternities to
successfully integrate under
present conditions is grossly
hypocritical considering the
College's present track record.
On the subject of sexism in
fraternities at Trinity, one must
remember that most are built on a
strong base of tradition. To go
against years of this tradition
and/ or national charters is
something the . administration
should not ask. The edecision to go
co-educational should come from
within each fraternal order.
What the administration should
ask is why fraternities are such an
important aspect .of social life at
Trinity? The answer deems to be in
the fact that the college rarely
offers alternatives to a typical
fraternity party. * K there were
various other means for social
activity on campus, the problem of
women and minorities entering
fraternity functions under fee
pressure of being unknown wottM
toe eliminated^-.'-.
Since no existing fraternity, to
my knowledge, is supported by the
school, it seems that the college is
way out of line in attempting to
dictate how their business should
be conducted. Let it be known that
I amnot in favor of fraternities
being Trinity's social highlight, yet
I would hate to experience the
depths of boredom which might
result if social activity were left
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Poetry Review
Pulitzer Winner Takes Residence At Trinity
by Lynne Johnson
Concentrating on the theme of
matter transforming into energy,
Pulitzer Prize winner W. D.
Snodgrass gave a powerful and
dynamic reading of several of his
works to a large crowd in Boyer
Auditorium on Friday night.
Snodgrass, The Trinity College
Frederick L. Gwynn Memorial
Poet for 1978-79, explained his
interpretations of five artists'
paintings and read poems he had
composed about them. Using slides
and reading in darkness, he spent
most of his time telling what he
thought of the paintings and how
he arrived at his poems.
Some in the audience were
disappointed that he read only five
poems during the two-hour
Music Review
presentation. However, detailing
his insight of the paintings seemed
to add drama and impact to his
poetry.
An experienced reader, he has
appeared in Europe, the Middle
East and North Africa on behalf of
the State Department, as well as
toured the United States and
Canada. This experience was
evident as his voice was ' ap-
propriately emotional, subdued
and soft or harsh as the poems
commanded. He is obviously
sensitive to the moods of the
paintings which served as subjects
for his poetry.
Snodgrass' first poem dealt with
Matisse's 'The Red Studio," a
vibrant red painting in which walls,
ceiling and floor are undefined
while paintings and other objects in
the room are the only stable things.
He noticed that the paintings
within the painting are previous
works of Matisse,, though the artist
himself is not present in the work.
Snodgrass' poem commented on
this absence; the theme of the
transformation of matter into
energy arose as he said it appeared
as if "His (Matisse) own room
drank him,"
The poem conveyed the
fierceness of the red, as well as the
ambivalence that exists toward the
womb-like feeling. There is the
need to be held, and at the same
time, to escape.
Next was Edward Vuillard's
"The Mother and the Daugher,"
which contains a_ formidable
Bach's Lunch Furthers Success
by Lynn Susman
Just when you think_ you've
beard all the Bachs there are to
hear, from J. S. to W. R, a long-lost
cousin appears. Bachs have a habit
of doing that, especially on Bach's
Lunch Concert Programs. For the
March 2 concert, Timbrel
displayed their originality by
reaching far into this family's
bottomless pit of composers and
pulling out a Johann Ludwig, a
Book Review
Johann t^hristoph, and the
traditional, Johann Sebastian Bach.
Timbrel is Trinity's student-ran
a cappella vocal ensemble. It was
formed in 1976 as a madrigal group,
but has broadened its repertoire to
include later composers such as
Brahms, Ives, and tile Bach family.
The members of Timbrel include:
Peter Albritton '80, Business
manager; Sarah Allyn '81; Barbara





William Morrow and Co,
1978
It has almost become old hat to
say that personal privacy has been
eroded considerably over the last
quarter of a century. With com-
puters and clandestine techniques,
the government can learri quite a
bit about an individual without
trying very hard. So can private
industry.
Jim Hougan, a former
newspaper reporter and now
Washington editor ' of Harper's
Magazine, has written an enormous
book on the subject of clandestine
operations, private investigations,
and the like. That book, Spooks, is
possibly the most comprehensive
expose ever written about the
power of trie state and the cor-
porations to control our lives.
In his book, Hougan documents
numerous cases of the government
"teaming up" with private industry
to destroy competitors or other
individual citizens.
To say the book is fascinating is
a gross understatement. To say it is
frightening is also just to scratch
the surface, Spooks, more than
anything I have ever read, lends
credence to the conspiracy theory.
At times, the book reads like a
good detective novel. That's
probably because this is the stuff of
which gobd detective novels are
made. It is also the stuff of wkich
bad detective novels are made, On
more than one occasion, Hougan
describes a character or a set of
circumstances as being "off the
pages of a pulp novel."
In fact, the merging of fact and
fiction is probably the most
engrossing part of Spooks. Hougan
points out that the CIA probably
has more authors on its payroll
than any other government
organization or private company,
Of course, most of those people
write under psuedqnyms. Hougan
sometimes criticizes spooks for
their life-imitating-art existence,
what he calls the "spy mystique."
But he himself falls into this trap on
occasion, getting more mired down
in the intrigue concerning the book
than in his subject matter.
The point is that even though
these people are fathers, husbands,
friends, and lovers, a point which
' Hougan emphasizes more than
once; they are also different. They
are secretive, cautious, sometimes
more than a little paranoid, and
often just plain flakey. And
Hougan is probably just as flakey
as the rest of them, although he is
able to pull it together long enough
to write generally lucid, well
organized prose.
Some of his chapters- tend to
ramble; others tend to grab too
many loose ends and try to tie them
up, never quite being able to, do so.
But in general the book is
fascinating, both for its insight into
the psychology and personality of
various spooks, and for its more
traditional investigative work
which does so much to tie together
disparate elements of what Hougan
calls "America's secret history."
That secret history is a history
of payoffs, political and corporate
assassinations and more frequent
sabotage, as well as benign neglect
and overt corruption of the laws by
private industry and the govern-
ment.
There is no doubt tht Hougan
researched this book thoroughly; it
cont. on p. 17
Lynn Hyatt '80; Lisa Larson, grad.
Tim Phillips '80; Tony Shenton '81,
Musical Director; and Peter Smith
'81.
The program began with two
motets, unaccompanied songs
based on sacred texts by J. L. Bach.
The first motet, "Unsere Trubsal,"
provided a strong opening. It was
hesitant only in the exposed
soprano lines at the end1. The
second motet, "Das 1st Meine
Freude," began with a lack of
conviction on "Das" but overcame
this initial difficulty as the piece
progressed. The end of the motet
pulled together especially well
during the female running
passages.
The next selection featured
"Three Songs of Mourning" by J.C.
Bach. The first piece the ensemble
sang to a tiny pianissimo while still
keeping in tune. The slow meter
was enhanced, not distorted, by the
proper allotment of time to the'
rests.
The second motet displayed an
excellent contrast in dynamics on
repeated phrases. Tenors often
have beautiful melodies that are
lost in large choirs. However,
these lines were supportive and
well-shaped in the Timbrel en-
semble. The third song was less
articulate than the previous in
phrasing and enunciation.
The third selection of the
program was the Choral-Fugue
from J.S. Bach's. Motet IV,
"Furchte Dich Nicht," (Be not
afraid). A Chorale-Fugue is a
composition in which there is
imitative treatment of the initial,
line of the Chorale melody. This
final piece seemed less rehearsed
than the other selections. The
opening was shaky in intonation,
balance and phrasing.
Difficulties with the piece
include long-winded passages, 'and
the division into an 'eight-part
chorus at the end of the piece
leaving only one person to a part.
The ensemble attacked the muddy
middle sections with ambition.
However, it is this critic's opinion
that more rehearsal time could
have polished this piece as shiny as
the earlier selections.
Timbrel displays a general
group unity. The phrasing and
precise entrances and cut-offs
made for a successful execution of
a cappella music.
The next recital in this series is
on April 6 and will feature the
Trinty College Chapel Singers. The
program will include "Jesu Joy of
Man's Desiring" by J.S. Bach.
mother dressed in black sitting in
the center, and a weak-looking
duagher who appears to be fading
into the walls because her dress
and the wallpaper are the same
colors. Again, the theme of the
poem was transformation, as the
daughter seems to be changing
from living matter into dead, her
energy being absorbed by the
mother.
"Les Nymphia" by Monet, a
gray, undefined water lily painting,
followed. Snodgrass said he felt he
could be absorbed by the paintng,
trying to yield himself to it. Monet
attempted to concentrate on- light
rather than the actual water lilies,
pond and clouds when he painted
them, ridding himself of
preconceptions about them and
recording sensory data. In his
poem Snodgrass did the. same,
saying, "I become these things,
these lilies, if these things are water
lilies."
The next subject was Edward
Manet's "The Execution of
General Maximillian," which gives
a chilly, detached, uncomfortable
feeling. Maximillian is wearing a
sombrero, the soldiers are faceless
except for one who is loading his
gun off to the side. Snodgrass
picked up on the theme of loss of
central authority; it is not readily
apparent who the general is in the
painting. He also tried to convey
Book Review
the meaninglessness of death which
is imparted in the painting, in the
lines "Who was he? He stopped
being."
Last was Van Gogh's "The
Starry Night," a depiction of a
small, still town under a swirling,
wild sky. Snodgrass used two styles
in his poem to illustrate the order
versus disorder of the painting,
using simple description for the
town and wilder, scattered words
and phrases for the sky and
mountains. Van Gogh's last words
before death were also the last of
the'poem, which translated into
English could mean "I'd like to die
like this."
Snodgrass' imagery is very
strong and vivid, and his reading
dramatic and powerful. Those who
"wanted to hear more of his poems
were disappointed, while those
willing to find out about the
sources of Ms peoms to help un-
derstand the author's feelings were
pleased. He was successful in
conveying the energy of the
paintings in his poetry, as well as
his own emotions.
Sponsored by the Poetry
Center, Snodgrass will give
readings from his contemporaries
at 8:00 p.m. on Thursday, March 8
in Boyer Auditorium, and a final
reading at 4:30 p.m. on Saturday,




Those The Sun Has Loved
Rose Jourdain
Doubleday 1978 $10.95
In Those The Sun has Loved,
Rose Jourdain has given us exactly
what it says on the dust jacket, an
American family saga. Of course,
this American family happens to be
black.
Jacques Clavier comes to New
Bedford around the time of the
American Revolution, having left
his Maroon outpost in-the islands
of the south sea and hopped aboard
a whaling ship.
Clavier is an entrepreneur, and
he invests his last penny to build
himself a boat with which to go into
business. Of course, he makes quite
a bit of money, mostly running
blockades, privateering for the
revolutionaries, etc.
The Clavier dynasty is born,
and before the book ends, some six
generations and four hundred
pages later, its most recent
patriarch is a U.S. Congressman
running for President of the United
States.
My main criticism of the book
is that it is impossible. Sections of
the book are well written, and
portions move along well. But as a
whole, the book is not really a
novel. I may be making a
generalized comment about family
sagas. (I don't read too many of
them.)
What I mean is this. It seems
that the Clavier family has
members present when all of the
great moments of American history
are occurring, as if the entire
history of the country revolved
around the Calvier family.
Its members are forming a
business dynasty in New Bedford
and on Martha's Vineyard during
the early nineteenth centry. One of
its members who can "pass"
marries a southern gentleman. Her
brothers fight in the Civil War, for
the North of course.
Members of the family are
active in the Abolitionist
movement. After the Civil War,
family members end up becoming
newspaper editors, preachers, and
racketeers in the famous era of
Chicago rackets around the turn of
the century.
The southern part of the family
fades from the scene. Of course,
even the union of a white and a
black who is light-skinned enough
to pass sometimes produces
an offspring which is, shall we say,
conspicuously dark. These have to
be foisted off on the slaves or
servants, lest they be an em-
barrassment to the family. Later
thay can, of course, be used to
blackmail the good name of the
white family, which they are
throughout the book.
As I have said before, parts of
this book are fascinating, well
researched, and well written. But
there is just too much. Ms. Jour-
dain could have written five novels
about this family. The feeling I
constantly got was that just as the
narrative of a certain aspect of the
family's existence became exciting,
she jumped fifty years and I had no
idea where I was for another
twenty pages.
There are some fine insights as
to the conditions under which,
members of the free black com-
munity lived at various times in the
history of the country.
And the end of the story is a
corker of a political novel. It's too
bad she 4ias to end such a
promising story, that of the
Congressman Clay Clavier, on
such a silly note, having a long lost
relative show up as his opponent in
the Convention: a racist
southerner who is blackmailed out
of the campaign by Clavier sup-
porters who reveal to the poor
bigot that he has black blood m
him.
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Network Must Grow To Fulfill Its Potential
by Eric Anderson
The Long Island based group
known as Network has released its
second album, entitled "Night-
work." Although this record is
better than their debut effort, they
still have a long way to go.
Don't get me wrong now, I'm.
not being critical of Network
because I think that they're a
garbage band, because they're not.
In fact they've got enormous
potential which needs to be chan-
neled and handled correctly, or else
they'll end up like the group known
as REX. (Last year things looked so
bright for Rex, their second LP was
a brilliant work, but a few months
later REX was no more, and their
wonderful potential never material-
ized.)
I don't want to see the same
thing happen to Network, because
they're too talented a group to
disband. The sound quality of this
record could have been much
better. Maybe the record just
wasn't mastered properly. For
some reason the vocals, backup
vocals and some guitar leads are
muddy sounding. The overall
sound just isn't as good as it should
hene Heed Is shown hero working with one of the piece* In her
sculpture exhibit on display In the Austin Arta Center, Ms. Reed's
work will remain in the Center through March IS. photo by Paul Mattaliano
Trinity College Presents
Kiss Me Kate
a Cole Porter Musical
James L. Goodwin Theatre
Austin Arts Center
March 8t % 10 at 8.-00 p.m.
March It at 2:00pm.
be for the group's second LP.
The vocalist on this album, B.G.
Gibson, is different than Network's
original singer. His talents could
have been better utilized with
another group. This band needs
someone with a more powerfully
solid and full voice as their front
man.
In all other respects, the album
is excellent. It contains some
masterful guitarwork, fluid key-
boards and a competent and
supportive rhythm section. All of
the material, with the exception of
"Halfway To Paradise," was writ-
ten by Michael Ricciardellla, the
group's drummer. The songs are
all solid rock 'n roll, with the
exception of the album's total
waste of time, "Nothing Crazy."
Network's arrangement of
"Halfway To Paradise" is a highly
charged one. On "Better Man
Than Me," they use a good stall
technique and a logical follow
Book Review
through in the song's progression.
The guitars blend beautifully with
the lush keyboards. The two
complement each other, and the
smoothness with which the two
sounds combine is rare.
On "Star Gazer," the base is
used ingeniously in the introduc-
tion to convey a real feeling of
walking. The song's repetitive
chorus fits in and works well. On
this number and "Better Man Than
Me," a faster tempo would have
been more effective and .would
have made the songs first rate in
every respect,; . . • • •• , ..-,•..,„ ^ ^
"Sundown" is unquestionably:
the album's finest work. (It's a tale
of the old west; at one time a
cowboy saved "01' man Jenkins"
from getting beaten for no reason
by the drunken sheriff. Although
he saved the old man, Sundown
courted the hatred and vengeance
of the sheriff. In the song one. finds
the sheriff drunk and looking to run
Sundown in.)
A lone acoustic guitar.with a
Spanish flavor picks a few somber.'
chords and then draws one in with
a hauntingly pretty melody, setting
the stage with a great feeling of
distance, alienation and sadness.
The vocal is hoarse and laments
that, although he knows that he did
the right thing, Sundown has made
a lonely world for himself, All in
all, it is an incredibly realistic and
believable tale. ' • ••'
On the whole, Network is a
band that has its act together. They
need the right catalysts: a more
"solid hard'rock producer (someone
like Eddie Krammer), a nationwide
tour as the opening act for a well
known hard rock group, such as
Aerosmith or Foghat, and more
promotion. Here's a group of
individuals who've got more than
what it takes to succeed in the very
competitive; music business. But
they need the right handling and
shaping of their career.






People living not in their own
lime has been a favorite theme of
adventure and science-fiction
writers for some time now. From
Edgar Rice Burrows' pulp story
"Jimberjaws" through countless
"time machine" episodes, the man
who goes to sleep and wakes up in
another time has fascinated read-
ers.
This time, the protagonist is a
Roman gladiator, Lucius Aurelious
Eugenianus, who literally ran into
the Germanic Sea 2000 years ago,
and whose body, in a state of
suspended function, is dug out of
the glacial ice hundreds of miles
away by a drilling team from a
large American oil company mak-
ing test bores.
The body, imprisoned naked in
a chunk of ice, is taken by a
company geologist to a Norwegian
hospital, where a Russian doctor
who specializes in cryonics (the
study of the body at low tempera-
tures) slowly revives him.
In his semi-concious state, the
body, known on the hospital
register as "John Carter"
mumbles incoherently in an un-
known language. The Russian
doctor is not convinced that he has,
indeed, roused this little man (he is
barely five feet tall) from the dead,
preferring to believe that the body
belongs to some idiot American
who was dumb enough to go out on
an ice flow without his pants. The
capitalist oil company, he believes,
is trying to cover up the man's
escapades.
The language which "John
Carter^mumbles is identified by a
nun-scholar as ancient Latin, not
Church Latin; that is why people
don't understand it.
As "John Carter" gains cons-
ciousness, Sister Olav spends much
time with him, probing him about
his life 2,000 years earlier.
Sapir has done an enormous
amount of research for The Far
Arena about the medical practices
of cryonics, but especially about
ancient Rome. Some of the best
parts of the book are Eugenianus's
(Eugeni's) First person reminis-
cences; some of which occur when
he is semi-concious, about his life.
At first this technique, with the
story line bouncing back and forth
between the search to find but who
"John Carter" is and the little
man's semi-concious train of
thought narrative, is disconcerting.
But one quickly gets used to it, and,
the technique works.
It turns out that Eugeni married
a freed Hebrew slave, one of the
first followers of Peter. Sister Olav
probes deeper and deeper at
Eugeni, and after a while her
scholarship turns into a self-seek-
ing effort to prove that this man
was involved with the first Christ-
ians.
Another problem is the ending.
It seems as though Sapir didn't
know how to end it. Indeed, he has,
towards the end of the book, gotten
us so involved in Eugeni's struggle
to survive in his new life that we
almost want the book to continue to
find out how he does with it.
In some ways, by ending the
book on an ambiguous note, Sapir
is copping out. But on the other
h hand, jthv sto^t, iss»bwt t^mmf
tot who this man is, or was, and
that has been accomplished.
The scene of Eugeni going back
to the modern day Rome, which
makes up the ending, is, however
much a cop-out in terms of story
line, a truly beautiful evocation of a
man confronting the destruction of
his civilization. How he comes out
of this trauma, we really don't
know. Maybe Sapir will write a
sequel some day and tell us.
Hougan's "Spooks'
cont, from p. 16
is the result of, he said!, four years
of work, and literally hundreds of
interviews, many of them in dark
bars and darker alleys.
The book is really first class
expose, and for almost 500 pages of
nonflction it reads quite radiply. If
one puts Hougan's findings along
with some of those made in the past
few years by such individuals as
Tad Szulc, Seymour Hersch, and
Jack Anderson, suddenly all of
those spy thrillers gain a new
meaning.
Tut Exhibition
cont. from p. 19
The main part of the exhibit is
located in a new wing of the
museum, on a large balcony
overlooking a reconstructed
temple.
The artifacts in this part of the
show are tit by skylights as well as
some artificial lighting.:
Though it is difficult to single
out any individual objects from this
rather brilliant group, several did
seem quite popular with the large
crowd at the museum.
On sheer size alone, the gold
mask from the mummy (which was
inside four stone shrines, a stone
sarcophagus, two gilded inner
coffins, and a last inner coffin of
solid gold) was outstanding. The
mask was placed over the head and
shoulders of the mummy, and
bears a beautifully modeled por-
trait of the Pharoah.
Also, one of the last items in the
exhibit, a tall alabaster flask
twenty-six inches high, with three
bands of blue "faience" imitating
lotus petals, was striking.
This exhibition is the result of
years of effort, including the Arts
and Artifacts Indemnity Act, which
provides full insurance for the
relics on display, and the efforts of
the US Navy, which transported the
artifacts from Egypt.
Thanks are also due to Trinity's
own Art History Department,
which arranged for student trips to
the MMA to see the exhibit.
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Arts Calendar
edited by Sarah Jane Nelson
On Campus
Trinity College is sponsoring a performance of "The Contrast"
by Royall Tyler on Thurs., March 15 at 8 p.m. in the Goodwin
Theatre of the Austin Arts Center. The New Globe Theatre is
presenting the play in Hartford as part of its first tour of New
England and New York.
Risa Haroslow and Dancers will perform the dance "Plain
Crossing," followed by a lecture demonstration at the Washington
Room of the Mather Campus Center on; Weds., March 14 at 7:30
p.m. and on Thurs., March IS at 7:30° p.m. in the McDonough
Gymnasium at St. Joseph's College. Admission is 2 dollars for the
general public and free for students. For information call 527-3151,
extension 414.
The Trinity College Chapel's Music at Vespers series will
continue on Sunday, March 11 at 5:00 p.m. with the singing, of
Evensong by the Choir of Men ar.d Boys of Christ Church
Cathedral, Phillip Isaacson, Director. The selection of music will
include works by Carissimi, Barnby, Gibbons, Palestrina and
Tomkins.
The Organ series continues its season on Friday, March 9 with a
performance by David Hurd, organist of the General Theological
Seminary in New York, the performance will be held in the College
Chapel at 8:15 p.m., admission is free.
George Griswold, Simon Scanes, and Susan Eder are showing
their photographs and drawings at an exhibit entitled "New Two
Dimensional Images" at the Austin Arts Center through March 15.
Off Campus
Starting March 15, Long Wharf Theatre will be presenting
Ibsen's "Rommersholm," a study of the effects of the dark,
unknown forces on a recently widowed man and the woman who has
moved into his family home. The play is a turning point in the work
of Ibsen. For information call 1-787-4282.
Irwin Meyer and Stephen Friedman, in association with Warner
Plays, have signed Dick Shawn, Ronny Cox, Lisa Kirk and Mike
Kellin to star in "Home Again," beginning pre-Broadway
performances at the American Shakespeare Theatre on Sat., March
10 through Saturday, March 17.
"A Doll's House" opens Sat., March 24 at New England
Reperatory Theatre in Worcester. This production of Ibsen's drama
will be performed by members of the New England REP ensemble
under direction of John Knowles. For information call (617)
798-8685.
A unique program for 10-string guitar will be offered in a
Hartford Conservatory faculty recital given by Dana Martin Mayo,
on March 11 at 4 p.m. in the Auerbach Science Auditorium,
Hartford College for Women, 30 Elizabeth Stree, Hartford.
March 7, at the Bushnell, the Hartford Symphony will play at
8:15 p.m., accompanied by pianist Andre Watts as soloist. The
symphony will perform works by Haydn, Prokofiev, and Brahms.
The Artane Boys Band,"called by Arthur Fiedler, "The biggest,
little band in the world," performs at the Bushnell Memorial on St.
Patrick's Day, March 17, at 8 p.m.
Two paintings and two sculptures by Michigan-born artist Ellen
Phelan will be exhibited in the Wadsworth Atheneum's Matrix
Gallery March 13 at 8 p.m. This event is free of charge and the
public is cordially invited to attend.
Tuesday, March 13, Quentin Crisp, author of "The Naked Civil
Servant" talks to Dick Cavett on CPTV. His book received high
critical acclaim as a television special and is currently a one-man
vehicle for Crisp Off-Broadway.
Julia Foster stars in the title role of an all-new adaptation of
"Moll Flanders," especially created for television, airing Monday,
March 12 at 9:10 p.m. on Connecticut Public Television Channels
24-Hartford, 49-Faiffield County, 53-Norwich, 61-Waterbury, and
65-New Haven.
March 10, the Hollywood Musicals, "Singing in the Rain," with
Gene Kelly and Donald O'Connor head the cast in this production.
Roddy McDowell introduces the film, and Gene Kelly provides
commentary at the end.
Francisco's "Greece, Places and Faces" will be presented and
narrated on March 9, 10,11, and 12 at the Bushnell Memorial, at 8
p.m;, Saturday at 2, and 5 p.m. on Sunday.
Richard Strauss' delightful "Ariadne auf Naxos" opera, will be
heard live from the Metropolitan Sat., March 10, at 2 p.m. on
Connecticut Public Radio, 90.5 FM.
In honor of Albert Einstein's birth on March 14, 1879, CPR
presents a profrara, "Einstein at Old Lyme: The Quantum Theory
and Mozart" on March 14 and 17 at 12 noon.
TutShineslnNYC
by Eliot Klein
The Treasures of Tutankha-
mun, now at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art in New York, the
last stop on a tour of the United
States, has to be seen to be
believed.
The exhibition reflects an excel-
lence of planning at every stage of
preliminary design and construc-
tion, and the objects on display are
truly exceptional.
Though King Tut's tomb is
neither as large nor as rich in
artifacts as several other royal
tombs in the Valley of the Kings, it
has been spared from robbers for
most of the years since its
construction around 1325 B.C.
Though the tomb was robbed twice
in antiquity, both times priests and
royal officials carefully resealed the
tomb, and it was not reopened until
November 22,1922.
When British archaeologist
Howard Carter opened the tomb,
most of the original objects were
still in the tomb, though they were
somewhat rearranged after the two
ancient robberies.
In the Metropolitan Museum,
the arrangement of the 55 pieces on
display reflects the order in which
they were found by Carter's
expedition.
The first room of the exhibit shows
a map of the Valley of the Kings,
which is located a few miles to the
west of the Nile, about three
hundred miles south of Cairo.
The first three rooms which
contain artifacts are dark, except
for the lighting of the objects on
display. At the entrance to the first
of these rooms is a panel with a
lifesize photograph of Carter's first
view of the tomb from the head of
the tunnel leading to the tomb.
The exhibition's use of original
photographs, taken during the
excavation by MMA photographer
Harry Burton, adds to the visitor's
sense of "discovery" of these
objects.
Another feature of the lighting
in these first few rooms is the way
it highlights the beauty of several
of the artifacts in the exhibit. Two
alabaster vessels, which appear to
glow in the soft light, and an
incredibly beautiful portable gold
shrine are especially complement-
ed by this display.
cont. on p. 16
Gold mommy mask of King Tatankhaeaon, part of the Treasure® of
Tutenkhamon exhibit now hi New York at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art.
Dance Talk-Concert
Japanese No* Dance will be the
subject of an illustrated lecture on
Friday, March 9 at 8:00 p.m. in
Trinity College's McCook Auditor-
ium. Also, a lecture-demonstration
on N5 Dance will be held on
Saturday, March 10 at 8:00 p.m. in
Seabury 47. Both of the events are
free and are sponsored by Trinity's
Intercultutal Studies Program.
The lectures and demonstra-
tions will be given by Monica
Be the, an assistant professor at
Kobe College in Nishinomiya,
Japan and an expert onNo dance
and costumes. She has written
several books on the subject of NS,
which have been published In
Japan and the United States. She is
a graduate of Radcliffe College,
and has given public lectures in NS
at the Fogg Art Museum, the
Boston museum of Fine Arts, the
Kimbell Museum in Fort Worth,
Texas, and the Kilkenny Arts
Festival in ireland.
Japanese Nff Dance is a religi-
ous and cultural form of drama that
includes dance, acting, music and
mime. The art form is indigenous
to Japan and is closely associated
with Zen Buddhism. The perform-
ers of NS" wear elaborate costumes
and masks, which have also been
subjects of Ms. Bethe's study.
Theatre Review
"Kiss Me Kate": Not Just "Another Show
by Nick Noble
The show opens casually. For a
moment the audience is taken
aback by the lazy naturalness of the
actors on stage. It is like sitting in
on a rehersal, as Hendrick Bouhuys
in the role of neo-Shakespearean
actor/producer Fred Graham di-
rects his company and chats with
his orchestra. The audience settles
back in their seats, comfortable
with the easy rapport among the
players, and then the chorus bursts
into song and Kiss Me Kate is
underway.
Trinity's Theatre Arts and
Music Programs have collaborated
to produce a charming and delight-
ful production of the Cole Porter/
Sam and Bella Spewack musical in
the Goodwin Theatre of the Austin
Arts Center this week. One of the
charms and delights of the show is
the ensemble of dancing singers {or
in some cases singing dancers)
whose energetically klutzy antics
are effectively amusing.
Director Roger Shoemaker
credits Costume Designer Martha
Banks with creating a pair of twins
out of two female ensemblers.
Margie Sheffield and Dana Gid-
dings look alike, dress alike, and
provide a visual curiosity to the
chorus that enhances the show.
Peerless Porter Production
Pulls Out All Stops
Each member of this elite band of
supernumeraries has created a
mini-character for him or herself,
and the consistency of their efforts
adds to the cohesiveness of the
production.
Petrnchlo charms the women of Padua with hla fancy footwork and
•tyllflh boota In a musical sequence in' 'Kiss Me Kate."
photo by Mark Bonadies
In the leads Henk Bouhuys and
Nina Wainwright do excellent
work. Bouhuys, with his powerful
voice and expressive eyebrows,
does well with his solo numbers.
Wainwright too brings ar expres-
siveness to her music, especially in
the lovely "So In Love."
Together they are a team to be
reckoned with. In their dual roles
(as actors and Skakespearean crea-
tions) they achieve a blend that at
times is simply remarkable. The
stage is set with their "Wunder-
bar." They play off each other
perfectly, most noticeably in the
Shakespearean scenes, where they
jump hi and out of character with
delightful precision. The show
itself offers more of an opportunity
for Bouhuys to showcase his
talents, and he does so vigorously,
Admirable performances are
turned in by Ami Rothschild and
Scott Collishaw in the Second leads
of Lois Lane and Bill Calhoun)nee
Bianca and Lucentio). Rothschild's
interesting voice and effective
demeanor provide an important
contrast to Coliishaw's comedic
talents. Credit too should go to
Collishaw for his fine choreography
and superb dancing.
It seems that the. production's
outstanding performances come in
pairs. One of Kiss Me Kate's gems
is the pairing of John Thompson
and Roy Childers as the two
gangster graduates of the Atlanta
prison library.
Their hilarious characteriza-
tions, typified by Childers' eternal-
ly cherubic smile and Thompson's
sleazy slouch, are superlative ex-
amples of beautiful bit-playing.
They are a tantalizing team, and
with this portrayal John Thompson
continues to display his copsumate
versatility to Trinity crowds. They
culminate their class act with a
priceless rendition of "Brush Up
Your Shakespeare."
Other nice touches come from
Geoff Dimmick and Bobby Reith,
who imbue their small parts with
an ebullience that cannot fail, to
delight. Also Lucy Cole, a member
of the ensemble with a most
expressive face, runs the gamut of
amusement during Coliishaw's
"Bianca"(where the long, lanky
artiste shuffles into the hearts of
those present with a super soft-
shoe).
The players strolling through
the crowd for "We Open In
Venice" is one of the show's more
satisfying moments. Tony Chase's
dynamic song-and-dance opening
Act Two ("It's Too Darn Hot") was
truly exciting.
The metatheatrical concept of a
play within a play is unique to the
structure of Kiss Me Kate. The
blending of the characters of
Petruchio and Kate ("plain Kate,
bonny Kate, and sometimes kate
the cursed") into those of Fred
Graham and Lilli Vanessi are
immaculately handled by Bouhuys
and Wainwright.
Petruchio/Fred is all ego. larg-
er than life, bombastic, ambitious,
and conceited, yet radiating a
special charm, he struts about the
stage all-confident in his special
magic. It is the lack of magic in
others that fails him.
Kate/Lilli is moody, temper-
mental, and quick to condemn.
Hers is a vanity born not from
conceit, but from insecurity and
frustration. "Whose fault was it?"
she asks in a tender moment. "It
could have been your temper," he
replies. "It could have been your
; ego," she counters.
Technically the production is
quite well done. Paul Stevens
Eldridge's set design is fabulous.
Utilizing the play-within-a-play
format, the Trinity stage is the
scene, and there is a charm .in
having the performers moving sett*-
on and off-stage. The visually
effective alley-set for the "Too
Darn Hot Number" was the best of
the evening. The colorful costumes
by Martha Banks were sparklingly
effervescent.
It is fun to hear an orchestra at
Trinity, and Gerry Moshell does
great work with his talented
student musicians. You leave the
theatre humming the tuneful Cole
Porter melodies. Yale graduate
Roger Shoemaker's direction of
another damned Yalie's musical
production is exquisite.
Nto» Wabtwright tl.] and Hank Bouyanys, playing Lilly Vaneoal and Frederick Graham, respectively,
contemplate the caoae of then* divorce ha the current Theatre Arts-Music Program production of Cole
Porter's BJBstea!"KlM Me Kale." " photo by M«k &*»«««
Petruchio gives Katherine, his "Fiancee", a lesson in distaff virtue
in a rather lucid manner in the production of "Kiss Me Kate"
currently running at the Goodwin Theatre of the Austin Arts Center.
photo by Mark Bonadies
WRTC Plays Albums
WRTC will play the following albums at 3:05 weekdays:
Tuesday, March 5: Mcguinn, Clark, and Hillman
Wednesday, March 6s Pink Floyd "Dark Side of the Moon"
Thursday, March 7: George Harrison
Friday, March 8:.UFO "Strangers in the Night"
Monday, March 11: Gary Wright "Headin' Home"
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